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FOREWORD 
The  twelfth’  lecture  meeting  in  the  series  sponsored  by  the  Per - Jacobsson  Foundation took place on Sundqr, August 31, 1975. Approxi- 

.. mately 400 persons  attended the meeting  which was held in  the Inter- 
national  Monetsry  Fund  building  in  Washington, D . C . 

The  principal  paper,  on the subject  “Emerging  Arrangements  in 
Internatiow Paynmnts--Public  and  Private,” Was presented  by Alfred . Hayes, who had  retired four weeks  previously from the  Presidency of the 
Federal  Reserve Bank of New York. Conmentaxies on the subject and on 
his  paper  were  offered  by Khodadad Farmanfarmaian,  Chairman of the  Board 
of the  Bank Sanwe Iran, by Carlos  Massad,  consultant to the.  United 
Nations  Economic Commission for  Latin  America, and by  Claudio Segr6, 
President of the Cie.  Europgenne  de  Placements,  Paris.  Presiding  over 
the  meeting was W. Randolph  Burgess,  President of the Foundation. 

This  publical5ion  covers the proceedings of this  meeting. . It in- 
- - cludes the full text of the  statements  by all the speakers,  together 

kith  their  an8wers to questions asked by members of the audience. The 
biographies of the principl speakers &so appear.  These  Proceedings 
&e  published  in  English,  French,  and  Spanish  and  are  available  without 
charge f r o m  the Secretary of the Foundation. A pull list of available 
.titles in this  series  appears  elsewhere in this  booklet. 
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Opening Remarks 
William B. Dale 

Ladies Ad gentlemen and distinguished guests: I bring you greet- 
ings and  profound regrets from the Managing Director, Mr. Witteveen, 
who at this moment is chairing a meeting of the ministers of the in- 
dustrial mtmber countries of .the International Monetary  Fund for the 
purpose of discussing and,  one  hopes, agreeing upon quotas i n  the IMF. 
You w i l l  excuse him, therefore, for not being able t o  be here this 
crft;ernoon. 

- 
I also welcome,  once again, t h i s  session  of the Per Jacobsson 

Foundation taking place  here i n  the headquarters of the Fund. It is 
our profound pleasure, whenever the Foundation's exercises permit, to  
host this meeting in  the building of the h n d ,  and to  entertain, as 
best we caa afterward, the distinguished persons attending this lecture 
meeting. Thank you. 

W. Randolph Burgers 

Thank you, Mr. Dale, for your words of welcome. We axe always de- 
lighted t o  be here i n  such a fine atmosphere. I must say that we ap- 
preciate  particularly w h a t  Mr. Dale and Mr. Witteveen have done t o  f i t  
this meeting into the schedule. There are so many committees meeting 
t o w  that we had t o  be fitted in  with a shoehorn! 

. - .  . It'-i-s f ine  to  see here so many who ha- been at these meetings 
i i'.be&*.. ' '-1 am coming t o  believe that the Per Jacobsson meetings have 

' -,becom&:a kind of BP addiction t o  which people, once they have succumbed, 
arGdoomed t o  continue. 

i .  

There is one gap i n  our audience today. There are no members of 
the Jacobsson family here. Erin Jucker-Fleetwood, one daughter, who is  
an economist, is now prepeing a biography of her father, which we hope 
w i l l  be available  within the year. It will be an enormously interesting 
volume. I regret t o  say that the  family of another daughter , ,Moira-- 
Mrs. Roger Bannister--had a severe automobile accident  recently, but is 
fortunately now recovering. But Per Jacobsson's family is here, I know, 
in spiri t .  
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Maw we ccme  to  the  program. I do  not  need to  read you  the biog- 
raphies of these  distinguished  gentlemen. As you look  at the program, 
I think you will agree  that  we  have a team  that  is  versatile  in  depth. 
They know both  the  theory  and  the  practice of these  monetary  affairs 
that  we deal with: And if the  team  is  headed  by someone f r o m  the  Fed- 
eral  Reserve Bank of Mew York,  that  is  not  very  strange,  because  we 
have  had  representatives of that Bank here  before,  and I confess that 
it  is a matter of pride to me that I came out of that school some years 
ago- 

It  ie  particularly  appropriate  at  this  time,  when  people  in the 
monetary  field  are  feeling  around for firm ground, to c a l l  on those 
people who have  practical  experience.  And  this  team  that we present 
to you today is one such  team. 

Alf'red Hayes was with the  Federal  Reserve Bank of New York for 
nineteen  years  before  he  retired on the  first of August.  And  he has 
been a most  distinguished  president of that Bank. I suspect  that  about 
75 per  cent  of this audience spends a certain  amount of time every  three 
months'  read5ng  the  minutes of the  Open  Market  Committee--and..  that  is  one 
w a y  that you 6an judge the  people  who are members of that  Committee. 
Y o u  may have  noticed  that  Alfred  Hayes is one. of the  members of that 
Committee  who  dared  dissent--not  very  often--but always with a very 
csreFully  reasoned  presentation of his  point of view. And we have  here 
the benefit of his'reflections  when  he is a free man, at least  partly a 
free man, and  he can say somewhat  what  he  wishes to say .  So it  gives me 
enormous  pleasure to call on Mr. =Fred  Hayes to speak to us today. 
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Emerging Arrangements in International  Payments - 
Pubiic and 'Private 

Per  Jacobsson was a towering  figure on the  international  monetary 
scene  for,-  years.  It  is thus a great  honor  for  me to have  been 
asked to deliver  this  year's  lecture  in  the  series  bearing  his  name. 
Since the  abandoment of the  Bretton  .Woods  system,  with  which he.was so 
involved, the world  economy  has  functioned  without a coherent  monetary 
framework.  The  uncertainties on the  international  monetary  scene  have 
been  enormous,  and  at  times  it  has  seemed as if  both  private  markets 
and  public  authorities  were  almost  in  a  state  of  shock, as the  markets 
showed  extreme  anxiety  and  the  authorities  lapsed  into  inaction.  The 
rebuilding of formal  international  monetary  arrangements  has  made hardly 
any progress.  Such  rebuilding  'is,  necessary, as I. am sure we would all 
agree,  and so in this  lecture I would  like to share  with you my own ap- 
proach to this  difficult  task. I would  emphasize  that these  axe  the 
personal views of a  private  citizen,  although  inevitably  they  'have been 
shaped  by my years of experience  as a centrsl  banker.* 

Coping with floating rates 

To begin  with,  let  us  take a quick  look  back  at  developments of the 
last  few  years in an attempt to see  whether  recent  experience  has  taught 
us any lessons, and to discern any patterns  that  might be emerging in 
international  payments  arrangements. As mapy had  feared, the cutting of 
the  tie  between the dollar  and  gold in August 1971 had a traumatic  ef- 
fect,  both on the  dollar  and on the  entire  international  monetary system, 
f r o m  which  they  have  not  yet  recovered. In retrospect, the Smithsonian 
Agreement  in  December of that  year was doomed to fail, as it  provided  for 
no binding  obligations to support the new central  rates.  Confidence had 
sunk so lox that  speculative flh kept  erupting  with  increasing  frequen- 
cy  and  force. A second  devaluation of the dollar  in  February 1973 aggra- 
&tea the  turmoil on the exchanges,  rather  than  restoring  calm. In the 
face of renewed  massive  speculative  movements, the  six  member  countries 

*I am  very  much  indebted to my  colleagues  at the  Federal  Reserve 
Bank of New York,  and  particulazly  Peter  Fousek,  Economic  Adviser, for 
their  assistance and cooperation  in the preparation of this lecture. As 
indicated,  however,  'responsibility  for the views expressed  is  mine  alone. 
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of  the  European  Economic  Community  agreed  in  Ma,rch  1973 to let  the  dol- 
lar  float,  with  several  other  -or  currencies  having  started  floating 
earlier.  The  international  .community  has  been  learning how to cope  with, .I 
floating  rates  ever  since. ~ 

I 

At  first  the  dollar was left  entirely on its own, and  it  did  not i 
float  but sank precipitously  as  speculative  pressures  cumulated. By i 
mid-1973  market  conditions  had  become  thoroughly  disorderly  and exchange; 
trading was grinding to a  standstill,  especially  in  forward  markets. In, 

i the  meanwhile,  the  world  experienced-the-inflationary  consequences of 
violent  exchange  rate  fluctuations. loot only  did  the U.S. domestic 
price  level  feel  the  inflationary  impact of the  depreciating' dollar, but 
speculative  repercussions of the  dollar  collapse on world co-dity mar- 
kets  heightened  the  distrust  in  money  in  general. 

In July 1973 the  Federal  Reserve was called  upon by the U.S.  amd 
European  governments to resume  exchange  market  intervention,  backed by 
a  major  enlargement of  the  Federal  Reserve  swap  network.  The  very an- 
nouncement of this  policy  shift f rom a free  to  a  managed  float of the 
dollar  brought  about &P inmediate  recovery  of  dollar  rates.  But the 
dollar  remained only lightly maTlziged, the U.S. Government  seemed to show/ 
little  concern  over  the  fate  of  the  dollar,  and the  feeling  persisted 
that  benign  neglect was indeed U.S.  .policy.  And so the  dollar  continue 
prey  to.  erratic  market  sentiment,  moving  up  and  down  with  little  rhyme 4 
or  reason,  despite  a  very  substantial  improvement  in  its  basic  position.1. 
typified by the 40 per  cent increase.in U.S. c-rts in 1974. 

Elsewhere,  currency  management  came to be  much  more  substantial. 
Within  the  "snake" the cdtment to unlimited  intervention  has  kept 
member  currencies on a  fixed  rate  relationship  one to another. Among ' 

other European currencies,  the  pound  sterling  and  the  Italiati  lira have 
been  strongly  defended by central bank intervention. In C a n a d a  and 
Japan,  market  intervention  has  been  frequent  in  order to stabilize  their 
currencies  against  the  dollar. 

In recent  months, we have  seen some further  attempts to reduce  ex- 
treme  rate  instability.  Framce  has re joined  the  snake , and  Switzerland 
has expressed  interest  in  joining  it.  At  the  same  time,  in  the.  United 
States,  offici&  resistance to market  pressures  on  the  dollar  has  stif- 
fened  sanewhat,  with  the  Federal  Reserve  swap  network  continuing to p l e  
its  useful  role.  Early  in the year,  msrket  forces  had  pushed  dollar ex- 
change  rates to unrealistically low levels  against many major European 
currencies  and  threatened  the  outbreak of disorderly  nuirkets.  Then  in 
February  the  Federal  Reserve, the Bundesbank,  and the Swiss loational 
Bank  Joined  in a more  forceful,  coordinated  intervention  approach. Al- 
though an immediate  market  'twinaround did not  occur , the more  recent 
recovery  of the doll- ma,y reflect in some degree the  wisdom  of  that 
decision.  And  of  course the dollar has moved  up sharply in  the  past 
couple  of  months.  But  beyond a reawakened  awareness of problems  caused 
by rate  volatility,  and  an  apparently growing dissatisfaction  with  the 
lack of coherent.internation&  monetary  arrangements,  we  have  not re- 
moved forward. 

A pMgmQtio approaoh 

As I have  said on other  occasions, I have always held  the view that, 
once  the  key  element of the  postwar  system  no  longer  existed, i.e. , the 
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link between the dollar and gold, it would not prove possible t o  agree 
in advance on a complete new system. The course of the monetary reform 
discussions. of the Committee of Twenty would seem t o  confirm this. The' 
Bretton Woods  Agreement was unique i n  its origins. It was born i n  the 
midst of a world conflict, with essentially only two national .protago- 
n i s t s  having t o  reconcile their differences and to  hammer out a detailed 
blueprint for a world monetary system. Other nations can be considered 
to have ratif ied the agreement only after it had been formulated and 
with no dternat ive  in  sight. 

Such circumstances can hard2y be duplicated at present. And so the 
process has t o  be an evolutionary one; we  have t o  build -gradually on t o  
w h a t  w e  have, on an ad hoc basis. The various  blocks of the new system 
have t o  be put i n  place, one by one, as they prove their  worth. 

Over the xears we have gained considerable  insight  into the work- 
ings of the monetary  system through the writings of many distinguished 
experts,  including earlier lecturers  in this series. The Deputies of 
the Conunittee of Twenty established by the IMF in  mid-1972 worked hard 
to  prepare e draft outline of reform of the international monetary 
system, Their work w i l l  remain invaluable, even  though events  forced 
the suspension of th i s  particular  effort. With t h i s  body of knowledge 
and the accunmlated e e r i e n c e ,  it seems tempting t o  put  together a 
comprehensive set of rules for a world ntonetasy  system, Constitution 
writing comes easy to  poli t ical   scientists and  monetary reform drafting 
to  economists.  Having been a practitioner  in banking, both as a com- 
mercial and as  a central banker, I find myself advocating the develop- 
ment of broad policy approaches instead. 

Broad approaches seem preferable t o  comprehensive rules for at 
least two reasons. To begin with, it probably is easier t o  reach inter- 
national egreement on broad principles  than on detailed rules. Detailed 
rule-araking inevitably involves the reconciliation of too many conflicts 
of interests and protracted hammering out of the necessary compromises. 
More basically, problems and institutions do  change over time, and  spe- 
c i f ic  ru les  often prove outdated and inadequate, or even harmful. In 
any case, it is much easier t o  dreft detailed rules on paper than t o  
make them work i n  practice. A t  the same time, specific  provisions w i l l  
often be ignored and not invoked, or broken outright i f ,  i n  the crunch; 
governments consider them inimical t o  the i r  countries' vital interests. 

Edlange rate s-zity 
The first braad approach that .I would like t o  suggest is that i n  . m y  

view a healthily expanding world econoqr  needs reasonable exchange rate 
stability. I do not mean rigidity, with exchange rates unchanging de- 
spite.  changing  f'undamentsls, but I do have i n  mind  much greater stabil- 
i t y  than we have seen i n  the last two and a half years. 

As i n  other areas, vim on exchange rate systems move i n  a cyclical 
fashion:  During the interwar  period, i n  a reaction t o  the rigidities of 
the gold  standard, floating rates were seen by mapy as the way  out of the 
world's economic  problems.  Then, with the ensuing wave of exchange rate 
deprecgations and  beggar-=-neighbor policies  generally, the consensus 
returned t o  exchange rate stability, A f t e r  that , i n  the 19608, floating 
rates became fashionable again in  many circles. 
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This was not necessesily a reaction t o  the Bretton Woods system 
itself. After all, Bretton Woods did provide a -rk .for  orderly 
exchange rate adjustments. In fact, going  over the debates that. pre- 
ceded  and followed the adoption of the Bretton Woods Agreement in 1944, 
one f inds quite a f e w  who felt  that the flexible-rate advocates had won 
the w. As it turned out, exchange rate. adjustments under that agree- ', 

m e n t  were .not infrequent , a l t h o w  some reluctance to change par values, ;!, 

particularly upward,  developed  over time, The Bretton Woods experience 
also, of cotu'se, highlighted  the question whether a reserve-currency 
country has any le- t o  change its exchange rate. This is. probably 
an issue that will be debate& for a long time. 

How that we have had more than two yeaxs of experience with float- 
ing among the -or currencies  again, with v"ying degrees  of official  :. 

intervention, it is not difficult   to  detect   that   infomd opinion is 
moving i n  the direction of exchange rate stabil i ty once more. 

A system of freely  floating exchange rates h"-I have t o  admit-- 
a beautiful simplicity on paper. For  one thing; it. seems t o  do awaJT 
at one stroke of the pen with many difficult problems, including  policy 
actions t o  achieve international adjustment and the need to   proede  for  
monetary reserves, and it. does help to insulate  individual  countries 
f r o m  imported inflation. More hportant perhaps t o  those of us who see 
great virtues  in t h e  market  mechanism, t h e  idea appeals t o  our  philo- 
sophical approach t o  economic  policymaking.  But despite these surface 
attractions, I m u s t  conclude that a freely  floating exchange rate system 
is an illusion. 

To those who aze attracted by the free market aspect  of  the  fseely 
floating exchange rate proposition, I would.  emphasize that .exchange rates 
are not like  other  prices, because currencies are not commodities or 
simple financisl. assets, but  are  crucial economic variables that help 
to shape the economic welfare of each country end thus have t o  be the 
responsibility of governments. 

Recent 'experience would seem t o  confirm that i f  exchange markets 
are le f t  on their  own or are only lightly managed they not only fluctu- 
ate widely but  ma^^ be expected only too  often t o  set exchange rates far 
from any 1ilrel.y equilibrium  levels. There are essentially two reasons' , 
why exchange rate changes  under  such circumstances tend  to'-overshoot 
equilibrium. To begin with, I . a m  convinced that , i n  this imperfect 
world, speculative  capital movements under freely floating rates are 
and w i l l  on balance be destab5lizing rather than  stabilizing. A t  the 
same time, because trade adjusts t o  exchange rate changes only- with con- 
siderable delay, freely  fluctuating rates are likely t o  continue t o  . . 
swing  beyond the equilibrium point, w h i l e  the adjustment' is taking place. 

As I see it, reasonable exchange rate stability is essential  for a 
variety of reasons , both  international and  domestic. hchange niarkets 
themselves Rznction much better i n  the absence of wild and erratic  fluc- 
tuations of the kind we have seen i n  our most recent  experience with 
floating rates. In such an atmsphere of uncertainty,  professionals be- 
come reluctant t o  a s s m  the risk of taking  positions and consequently 
mazkets become thin, particulwly the forward markets. A t  the extreme, 
market transactions can evaporate t o  almost nothing when the marlcets see 
they are operating  entirely on their own , without any off ic ia l  guidance. 
Excessive rate movements also tend t o  lea.@ t o  market abuses, and in  
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recent  yeaxs  we  have  seen  how  these  in  turn  can  lead to  losses in  ex- 
change  markets  even among the soundest of banks,  thus  aggravating 
strains  in the international  banking  system. 

Some  evaluations of the recent  experience  have  emphasized  that 
international  trade  and  investment  flows  have  continued to flourish, 
notdthstanding  the exchange  market  turmoil.  This  is  quite true, but 
I do  not  believe the evidence of a favorable  atmosphere for trade  and 
investment  is  conclusive. In a period of rapidly  rising  prices, the 
higher  costs of international  business  that  stem f'rom large  rate fluc- 
tuations  are  passed on relatively  easily. In a less  inflationary  en- 
vironment  such  higher  costs  could  well  prove  burdensome  enough to hamper 
international  business. I have  particularly  in  mind the effect on 
smaller  firms  .that may not  be  well  equipped to cope  with the problems 
of rapidly  changing  rates.  Beyond  this, I fear  that  wide  fluctuations 
in  exchange  rates  could slow the growth of  international  transactions, 
not  just  trade  but  also  long-term  capital  flows,  simply by generating 
such  great  uncertainties  as to foster a shying awEty from  international 
involvement  and to lead to more  and  more  inward-looking,  domestic- 
oriented,  business  decisions.  While so far  there  is  little  concrete 
evidence of such  tendencies,  there  are  scattered  indications  and trade 
reports  that  suggest  that  this may be happening to some  extent  already. 

A similar  inward-looking  tendency  could  develop  at the governmental 
level,  and  not  just in  private  business. As we  saw in the interwar 
period,  and  also to some  extent  recently,  wide  swings in exchange  rates 
tend to exacerbate  international  frictions  and to  multiply  controls on 
international  exchanges,'  including  restrictions on trade. A rate  de- 
cline  permitted  or  even  fostered  by  benign  neglect in one  country, for 
example, may be interpreted  in  other  countries as a device to gain a 
competitive  edge.  Some  signs of a reaction  along  these  lines.  were  vis- 
ible  in  Europe  during the dollar's  weakness  earlier this year. If such 
developments  were to grow  in  scope, the international  climate  could then 
easily  degenerate to  the point  where  fkagmentation  rather  than  cohesion 
became the dominant  tendency  in the world  economy,  and  free  trade was 
seriously  threatened. 

Domestically,  large  changes  in  exchange  rates  have  profound  effects 
on economies  that  are  significantly  involved in  foreign  trade.. In my 
country,  because of our relatively Smau external  sector,  these  .effects 
had  been  ignored  by m a ~ y  at some considerable  cost,  but now that the 
relative  importance of this  sector  has grown rapidly, the awareness of 
this.interconnection  has  increased. As other  countries have learned' 
long ago, there  is no way of escaping  these  effects  .except  through  with- 
drawing  into a  closed  economy.  The  effects of exchange rate changes on 
the  allocation of domestic  resources  deserve  particular  attention. By 

, changing the  profitability  and  competitiveness  of  broad  segments' of the 
economy,  whether  export  industries--actual or potential"or import- 
competing  industries,  exchange  rate  changes  can  set  off  powerful  forces 
toward  external  balance  when  that  balance  has  been  disturbed. By the 
same  token,  if  exchange  rates  move  away  from  likely equilibri' levels 
for any protracted  period of time, a misallocation  of  resources  and  sub- 
sequent  structural  maladjustments  result. Thus, i f  a currency  remains 
undervalued,  resources will be drawn into  newly  competitive eqort and 
import-substitute  industries  that will subsequently  became  redundant 
when the exchange  rate  moves  back.  Or,  as we have  seen  recently  in 
several  countries,  including the Federsl.Republic of Germany and 
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Switzerland,  if  a  currency'  rises too rapidly,  disruption  and unemploy- . 
ment in the affected  export  industries can.be most  serious. Developing " 

countries  are  particularly  vulnerable to extreme rate movements  because 
of their large external  sectors  and  because  they  generally  find  it  bene- 
ficial to link their  exchange  rates to one of the major currencies. In 
periods like  the recent  past they become  seriously exposed to violent -1  

swings in exchange rates that are generally  not of their making. 
The  inflationary  consequences of excessive  exchange rate'swings 

are also serious . As rates  .are  driven far f r o m  underlying  equilibrium. _. 
levels, the countries  whose  currencies  are  depreciating  suffer  unneces- 
s a r y  inflation. From the point of view of the world as a  whole, such 
inflationsry  impulses  would be reduced to zero,  if countries whose cur- 
rencies are appreciating e-rienced Axlly offsetting deflationary pres- "' 

sures.  Haweverb since  modern-day economieg  have price  and  cost  struc- 
tures that  are by and large not as flexible  downwsrd, these offsetting 
movements do not  occur.  The system  seems to be  asynnnetrieal and thus 
can be said to have an inflationary  bias.  The  experience since March 
1973 appears to have  borne this out. 

> 

This  ssynnuetrical  behavior  between  appreciating aad depreciating : 
countries  at one point in  time can a lso  be expected to occur in an in- 
dividual  country  over  a  period of time, as its  exchange rate moves up 
and dawn. Following a depreciation,  costs  and  prices will go up.  Fol- 
lowing an  appreciation,  however,  its  costs  and  prices  cannot be eqected 
to decline  significantly,  and  certainly  not by the full amount of the 

. previous  increases. With excessive  flexibility in exchange  rates, we 
could  thus  have a "ratchet"  effect  that  .could  become' a strong  inflation- 
ary force in its own right. To me this is particularly  troublesome, 
since I regard the current  political  and  social  climate,  reflecting the . 
revolution of rising  expectations, as the prime  cause of modern infla- 
tion and thus believe  that the world econow today has an inherent  in- 
flationary  bias. We shall  continue to face  recessionary  episodes, of 
course,  but  inflation will remain the primmry  danger for the foreseeable 
future. 

BtzzcpZOe of pcryments a&mtment a d  exohange rate changes 

In expressing my preference for greater  exchange rate stability, I 
do not  exclude  exchaage rate changes from playing  a role in the adjust- 
ment  pr6cess.  The  question  of balance of p83rments adjustment has held 
center st- i n .  the international  monetary  arena for many decades. Much 
has bedwritten on the subject, ranging Arom learned treatises to spe- 
cific  prescriptions. We have  learned much,  but there still seems to be 
no et&y''.sglution. There hardly can be, for what is invohed is the rec- 
onciling of potentia&ly conflicting natioarcl objectives among individual 
countries, dn the one hand,  and policy  objectives within individual coun- 
tries, on the other  hand. Under the theory of the gold standard  or .of 
fl-eely  .fluctuati-ng  ra%es, these conflicts  are  resolved  automatically. 

- That  is  probably the reason why these two divergent  approaches  continue 
to attract  some  support. In reelity, however, there is no automatic way 
out . We have to look elsewhere. 

Every imbalance  involves two sides,  and so it is only natural  that 
we search  for  symmetry between  adjustment  actions by debtor  countries 
and by creditor  countries. By and  large, in monetary  history the natural 
pressures to adjust have been greater on debtor  countries. As a  result, 
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the  search for better  aaustment mechanisms has concentrated on con- 
structing  balancing  pressures .on the  creditors. The "scarce  currency , 

clause" of t h e  Bretton Woods. Agreement was one such att@mpt.  Not sur- 
prisingly,  national viewpoints on this  subject change as countries' 
seemingly long-term payments positions shift. Thus, the United States,  
i n  the ear ly  1940s as a creditor  country, w a s  concerned with the need 
for some discipline on debtors,  but as i ts  key-currency ro le  developed, 
it became preoccupied two decades l a t e r  with  the need f o r  good creditor 
behasor  by others. The new creditor  countries, on t he i r   pa r t ,  became 
concerned with wha t  they  regasded as undisciplined U.S. conduct. This 
should be a salutary reminder that a balanced  viewpoint is necessary 
and that we .should  not be overly  influenced by the  issues  of  the day. 

In approaching this question it is essential t o   d i f f e ren t i a t e  be- 
tween various  origins o f  -or  paJnnents imbalances. Large s t ructural  
imbalances cleasly  require  corrective and supportive  action by creditors. 
Such was the situation at  the end of World W a r  11, and the  United States 
recognized it and acted  accordingly.  Similarly,  the  current imbalance 
between the o i l  exporting and o i l  importing  countries ca l l s   fo r  continu- 
ing expansion of i m p o r t s  by the members  of the Organization  of 
Petroleum Exporting  Countries (OPEC) and more financing of t h e   o i l  con- 
sumers' def ic i ts  by the OPEC countries. Major s t ructural  imbalances 
are  generally so dramatic as to   br ing  for th  some adjustment  -action by 
creditors almost natvrally. If such actions should turn  out   to  be in- 
sufficient,  deficit  countries would probably  be just i f ied  in   taking some 
protective m e a s u r e s .  Such m e a s u r e s  would have t o  be ta i lored t o  spe- 
c i f ic   s i tuat ions,  and so I see  no need for  the development of  detailed 
rules on this score. 

In the  inflation-prone world that I see, the other main type of 
basic payments imbalance is associated  with the varying  degrees of suc- 
cess,  or  lack of success,  that  individual  countries have i n  keeping in- 
flation under control. The si tuat ion w h e r e  a leading country  develops 
huge surpluses as a result o f ' a  severe domestic sllmrp probably need not 
concern us. Instead, we have t o  expect  surpluses by the more stable 
countries  aad  deficits by others. In Ohis s i tuat ion it is  unreal is t ic  
t o  expect the  credi tors   to   inf la te   in   order   to   catch up with  the  debtors, 
and' wrong to  require them t o  do so. The burden of domestic  adjustment 
should thus be on the.debtors,  assuming the creditor  countries have no 
significant  protective meashes or   other   res t ra ints  on t h e i r  outpayments 
and no special m e a s u r e s  favoring  their exchange receipts. 

Turning to  the  various  alternative methods of adjustment,  national 
policymakers cannot ignore the fact that domestic  economic.policies have 
external as well as internal   effects .  This obvious point needs t o  be 
emphasized, in  today's world of interdependent economies perhaps more 
than  ever, because it often seems much easier t o  acknowledge i n   t h e  ab- 
stract  than  through.action.  Nevertheless, I believe w e  should  not  over- 
estimate  the  role that coordination of national domestic policies can  be 
expected t o   p l w   i n  the adjustment  process. All countries now have such 
a high commitment t o  domestic policies that any adjustment  exclusively 
for external reasons would only be marginal, lest it jeopardize domestic 
goals. In any case, it seems t o  m e  that the  suceessful  pursuit of eco- 
nomic growth-with  reasonable  price  stability--the almost universal domes- 
t i c  policy goal--should of: itself contribute to the  minimizing of pay- 
ments imbalances . 
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Obviously, though,  imbalances will develop, ref lect ing  differ ing 
internal  -cost and price  trends, as well as other fundamental factors.  
In such  circumstances,  therefore, exchange rate  changes probably have 

. t o  be rel ied on to   help keep the.world economy i n  equilibrium. 

The question  then is w h a t  i s  the  best  set of arrangements fo r  
fac i l i t a t ing  such changes. Such arrangements have both t o  minimize 
the  reluctance of most countries t o  '8e.e their  rates chaage and t o  
reconcile the ofien'conflicting  national views. as t o  proper rate re- 
lationships. The Bretton Woods  Agreement chose adjustable  par  values, 
but  with all the  tunaoil of recent  years, I doubt that  this approach 
is  possible at the  present time.. A t  this  point , firmly managed f loat-  
ing would  seem to  offer  a better  possibility,  not  only  for  achieving 
greater exchange rate   s tabi l i ty ,   but  a l so  f o r  making equilibrating ,,.ex- 
change rate changes as they  are needed. . 

I have already emphasized that in the last two and a half  years 
the approaches t o  managed floating have varied  greatly. Some currencies 
have been heavily managed,  some only lightly,  but there stems t o  be 
growing recognition  of  the need t o  develop a bet ter  managed f loa t ,  and 
there has been groping i n  that   direction, suqh as the  agreement on a 
more forceful  intervention approach on a concerted basis reached early 
this year by the  central  banks of the  Federal Republic of Germany, 
Switzerland, and the United States.  Guidelines  for  floating have been 
prepared  within the IMF, spelling out the  various  contingencies, but .' 

we seem t o  be far from reaching f u l l  international agreement on specifics 

I myself remain skeptical whether detailed,  universal  guidelines 
are possible  or even useful. It is quite easy t o   ' w e e  that o f f i c i a l  
intervention should minimize short-run  disturbances and preserve  orderly 
markets. Similarly, at the  other end of the  spectrum, it does s e e m  ' 

reasonable t o  s a y  that official  intervention should  not  prevent  orderly 
rate adjustment  required by changing  fundamentals. But in b e t a e n ,  
v i e w s  M l l ' d i f f e r  widely. 

My approach, as I have already  indicated, i s  t o  avoid  the wide 
swings of the  kind that we have had i n  the last two aad a half .  years : 
not just the daily swings i n  bilateral relationships of major currencies. 
tha t  on occasion have exceeded 1 per  cent, o;r the  weekly swings that have 
been as high as 5 per  cent,  but also the wide ups and downs of 15  per 
cent  or more over the.course of a feir months. .These swings have largely 
reflected  the  great  uncertainties on the  world financial  scene tht were 
first set   off  by the  breakdown of the  Bretton Woods system and then 
spurred by the   o i l   c r i s i s .  I doubt that such short-term s h n g s  serve 
any economic purpose. 

l& view of cycl ical   ra te  changes i s  similar. To the  extent that 
business  cycles i n  major industrial  countries are not simultaneous--and 
for  the sake of world s t ab i l i t y  we should  probably hope .that they will 
not be as closely  synchronized as happened i n  1972-75--there will be 
cyclical  imbalances. Such imbalances,  it.would seem, rzre best bridged 
by reserve changes and credit  extensions. To cal l   in to   play  equi l ibrat-  
ing changes i n  trade flows through exchange r a t e  changes  does not  appear 
appropriate,  since  they would shortly have t o  be reversed,  causing some 
waste i n  domestic resource  &location. In  any case, the duration of 
cyclical  imbalances would generally be too short  fo r  the effect  of rate 
changes on trade flows t o  show resu l t s  i n  time. e own pre.ferences, - 
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therefore, would be t o  minimize cyclical exchange rate  changes t o  the 
extent  possible. I n  summary,, I would  l ike  t o  see a firmly managed 
float  that would involve  forceful  dealing  with  the market whenever 
necess-  .apd  would a l l o w  significant exchange rate  changes only i n  
line  with. changing AU3damental.s . 

Regarding ra te  changes that are. needed t o  correct  basic  disequi- 
libria, we face  the problem of time lags. As was confirmed i n  recent 
experience, the time lags between  exchange rate changes and changes i n  
trade flows are quite  lengthy,  particularly i n  an inflationary environ- 
ment. As a resul t ,  exchange r&es--if left on their  own--will tend t o  
continue t o  move i n  one direction even af ter  an equilibrium  rate has 
been reached,  since the  adjustment process w i l l  still be going on. 
This , in  the terminology of economists, is the .famous "J-curve" problem. 
Ideally, it seems t o  me ,  official  intervention should s t ep   i n  at the 
eppropriate  point. 

The difficulty,  o f  course, is  t o  determine what  appropriate  equi- 
librium rates  are and t o  differentiate on a day-to-day basis between 
shorter-run movements  and f'undamental trends. Since I do not  believe 
that detailed rules would really be  of much help, I would hope that the 
tendency toward greater  rate  stability--that I see and welcozne--would 
develop b i t  by bit as the  monetary authorities gain more experience. 
The very close  international  consultation and cooperation that w i l l  be 
required  should  not be beyond reach,  particularly i n  a key-currency 
world that I see developing, as I shall.enlarge upon a l i t t l e  later. 

InternutioncrZ Ziquidity, the Euro-azerenoy markets, and offioiaZ 
credit faciZities 

A world of managed floating,  just  like a world of sdjustable  par 
values,  obvioysly has t o  provide for international  liquidity. I have 
long f e l t ,  however, that  i n  the  discussion of international  l iquidity 
in recent  years  too much emphasis has been placed on increasing it i n  
some quasi-automatic manner in   l i ne  with the growth of  the world e c o n w .  
Even a.monetarist would surely  agree  that  the  role of international  re- 
serves i n  the world economy i s  different *om the   role  of money i n  the 
domestic econonw.  The primary role  of  international reserv@s is  t o  help 
bridge temporary imbalances in international payments and t o  provide 
confidence. that such imbaances will indeed be bridged. Payments im- 
balances do not necessarily grow automatically in   s t ep  w i t h  the growth 
of world trade. Over the  years, however,  comparing reserves with im- 
ports has become such a widespread custom that for  reasons of  confidence 
one cannot ignore it completely. 

But there  are  other  factors  that  help determine the need for  inter- 
nat ional  l iquidity,  and i n  to ta l   these  may well be more important  than 
the growth of world trade. . O f  these  factors, I would emphasize confi- 
dence in   the system in general and in   t he  major currencies i n  particular,  
and the connected vola t i l i ty  of short-term capital  movements. The pre- 
dominant private and off ic ia l   a t t i tudes  to   inf la t ion are also crucial. 
In a world prone to  deflationary  pressures,  international  liquidity 
should be relatively  plentiful  to  help  to  offset  deflationary  tendencies. 
In con-ast, i n  an bflation-prone world, we must s t r i v e   t o  avoid crest- 
ing  too much liquidity.  
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Against  this  background, two current  tendencies toward excessive : .  
liquidity creation--through  currency  diversification and through the 
Euro-currency  markets--&e  especially  worrisome.  Dr. Otmar' M n g e r ,  
the Vice  President of the Bundesbank,  discussed  both these tendencies 
in his Jacobssoh  lecture two years ago, and they  seem to have become ' . 

more pronounced since.  The  diversification of currency  reserves  out of 
the U.S. dollar  is of course  relatively small in magnitude. To a large 
extent  it reflects continued  skepticism  regarding the stability of the 
dollar,  particularly on the part of the new international WealthJholders, 
the OPEC countries.  Since I esn hopeful of the dollar's  f'uture, I believe 
this problem  will  remain a limited one.  But  it  is troublesome and needs 
careful  attention f r o m  all the parties  concerned. 

The  problem of liquidity  creation  through the Euro-currency markets 
looms much larger. In recent years the Euro-currency markets have de- 
veloped to the point  where  private  credit  is  available to deficit  coun- 
tries with relative  ease.  This tendency has,been accentuated through 
the placement by surplus countrdes,  most  notably of course. the new OPEC 
creditors, of a maJor share of their reserve  increases in these markets. 
This  development  has  facilitated the financing of oil-related  deficits, 
but  it  has  been a mixed  blessing. 

The .new ease in Euro-doll& financing of balance of payments  defi- 
cits,  creates, as the Fund's  Managing  Director, H. Johannes  Witteveen, 
has put  it, "a serious  gap in  the world's  anti-inflationary  defenses" 
by making  possible "a combined  growth of international  liquidity [for 
the creditor  countries]  and  international  credit"  [for the debtor'coun- 
tries]. Related to this is the possible  impairment of the stability of 
the Euro-currency  credit  system.  Quite  aside fromthe question of how 
well adapted these credit markets  are  for  evaluating  credit standings 
of private borrowers, I  wonder how well  equipped they are for lending 
to governments on the huge  scale  that we have seen recently. Such.large- 
scale lendbg seems  particularly  questionable to me when it takes place 
in a framework of,mini-ma.l supervision  and  regulation by  the authorities 
apd when it  is  characterized by large but  sporadic  injections of hds. 

Like  others, I have  worried  about these problems  and  believe that . . 

international  agreements to minimize them Would be most  timely.  What . . 
I have in mind  is a twofold approach.  First, some further  'limits on 
placements of reserves in the Euro-currency markets by monetary  authori- 
ties would  seem to be needed. The central  banks of the'Group of Ten 
countries  have  already  agreed to limit their placements in the Euro- 
currency  market. The  possibility of widening this agreement to others 
would  be well worth exploring. . .  

Second, there is the even more diPficult question of influencing 
the size of the Euro-markets through actions by the various  monetary 
authorities,  either  through  open  market  types of operations or by intro- 
ducing some kind of reserve  requirements  into the market  mechanism. 
Euro-market  operations akin to domestic  .operations  are  technically : 
feasible; in the ~ 9 6 0 ~  the Federal Reserve on several occasions  placed 
flmds  in the "dollar market through the Bank for  Internatianal 
Settlements  (BIS),  and in 1971 the Export-Import Bank and the U.S. 
Treasury  absorbed  dollars  from that .market. Such operations, of course, 
would  require the closest possible  cooperation among the authorities 
involved  and  possibly would  involve some aifficult  decisions. As to 
reserve  requirements, I realize that introducing  such  requirements in 
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the present  principal  centers of that market would lead t o  i t s  mushroom- 
ing elsewhere. The simuitaneous agreement of the  authorities  of all 
potential  financial  centers is probably  not i n  the cards. This loophoie 
could be substantially narrowed, however, by establishing  such  require- 
ments for  the banks of the main financial  countries wherever they would 
be operating  outside  of  their nat5ons'  borders.  Notwithstanding the 
problems involved,  these  questions  appear t o  me t o  warrant further study. 

In discussing  international l iquidity I have always stressed that 
the concept covers  not only owned reserves  but also access t o  additional 
reserves through of f ic ia l   c red i t   fac i l i t i es .  The  volume and var ie ty  of 
off ic ia l   in ternat ional   credi t   faci l i t ies ,  at the IMF, within  the European 
Economic  Conmnmity, the  Federal Reserve swap network, have grown very 
substantially over  recent  years. The  common characteristic  of all these 
o f f i c i a l   c r ed i t   f ac i l i t i e s  is that they  provide  international liquidity 
where and when it is needed and  preeuznably in appropriate amountel. 

Permit me t o  say tha t  I 8111 particularly proud of the Federal Re- 
serve swap network, i n  the developanent of which I was involved from its 
inception. From modest beginnings i n  1962 it has grown t o  a t o t a l  fa- 
c i l i t y  of almost $20 bil l ion,  .linking the Federal Reserve and .I4 other 
central  banks end ,the BIS. Over the yews, t o t a l  drawings under the 
network have come t o  $30 bil l ion.  O f  this to t a l ,  $14 b i l l i o n  w e r e  draw- 
ings by the Federal R e s e r v e ,  and $16 bi l l ion  drawings by its partners. 
The suap l ines  can be mobilized promptly i n  case  of  need, be it a rela- 
tively  routine market intervention  or the co-tering of a major .crisis. 

The short-run nature o'f the swap credits has generally been well 
preserved. When r e p m n t  did not prove posslble  through the reversal  
of the  original payment or market pressure that led t o  a drawing, swap 
credi ts  were refinanced  through medium-term f a c i l i t i e s   o r   i n  s& cases 
paid off with existing  reserves. The network has  turned  out t o  be a 
major contribution to   the  internat ional  monetary system. In general, 
it is  fair t o  say that is has proved i ts  worth under bath fixed-rate 
and. hnaged-float arrangements t o  date. I have no hes i ta t ion   in  saying 
that it will remain  an indispensable  feature of our monetary arrange- 
ments as they  continue t o  evolve. It might w e l l  .have an even bigger 
place  in  the Axture than it has had i n  the past, whether through en- 
largement o f t h e   f a c i l i t i e s   o r  more active  use  thereof,  or  both. More- 
over, there may b@ room in the evolving system for  somewkt greater use 
of bilateral medium-term financing,  not  necessarily at the centnal bank 
level, than there has been i n  .the recent past, to supplement the re- 
sources of the  IMF. 
The roZe of the d o Z t a r  

The U.S. dollar became .the world's,leading  currency not through 
same grand design, but through the development of natural  forces, the 
growth and re lat ive.  stability of the U. S . ecopamgr, and the  expaasion 
and relative openness of U.S.  f inancial  markets. It is therefare not 
re- surprising that the dol lar  is still  the major world  currency 
notwithstanding  the end of the Bretton Woods system and the travail of 
the dollar in the world's exchange markets. Since I do not believe 
that a complete restructuring  of the world monetary system is feasible, 
f o r  technical as well as political  reasons, I see the  dol lsr . remdning 
as the primary reserve,  trading, and intervention  currency  for. the fore- 
seeable  future. 
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Before the eruption of the oil crisis  in  October 1973,  the so- 
called  dollar  overhang  loomed  large  among the pressing international 
issues.  Then, as oil importing  countries  found  their large dollar- 
reserve  cushions  a  blessing  rather  than  a  burden,  this issue seemed to 
dissolve.  Nevertheless, the question of a dollar overhang still  ap- 
pears to be on people's  minds  as they look ahead. If  there is  a  dollar 
overhang,  it  probably  is  not  as  large  as  it  seemed a f e w  years ago. I 
doubt,  therefore,  that  drastic  surgery  would be  necessary,  especially 
if the United  States  gets its balance of payments under control, as it . 
has ' to.  It remains  true,  however , that  dollar  exchange rates will con- 
tinue  to  be heavily  influenced  by  decisions  taken outside of the United 
States , in view of the dollar's  status  as a world  currency. 

Painstaking, efforts led to  the establishment of the SDR, .and  the 
SDR will doubtless r d n  a part of our international monetary arrange- 
ments.  It seems doubtful,  however,  whether  its importance  can  increase 
very much. For one  thing, I cannot  visualize how the  SDR could be used 
as a  medium  for  market  intervention by the various monetary authorities. 
For another, there has  recently  been  some  eyidence of-its appeal as a 
numeraire, or unit of account.  But  I  would  not  expect further maJor ex- 
pansion of its  use in this manner, if we can avoid periodic  crises of 
confidence in  the dollar,  and  I  would  hope  that  as time goes on these 
can be minimized. As to the SDR's role  as a reserve asset, this could 
in theory  be  enlarged  should the world  once  again  need to supplement the 
existing  stock of international  liquidity.  But looking  ahead,  mainly 
because I fear  that  inflation  rather than deflation  is the long-run 
danger,  I .would  judge that  excessive  liquidity  rather than shortage, of 
liquidity  would  be the primary  concern. Thus on thi.s score alone I see 
little  reason  for additi-onal SDR  creation  for a long time  to come. More 
significantly, I wonder how much scope there is for an internationally 
issued  paper asset in today's  world. The use of SDRs as the world's 
main reserye asset  is, of course,  intellectually  attractive.  Translat- 
ing  this  into  practice,  however,  involves  enormous  pitfalls.  The  polit- 
ical aspects  seem  particularly difficult.,  involving as they do the role 
of reserve  currencies as well as the.question of national sovereignty 
in general. 

Gold has long been viewed by mapy as a  "barbarous relic ," and  de- . ' 

monetizing it and  phasing it  out of the system  completely  seem to have 
a  good  deal of appeal in some quarters. I doubt, however,  that this is 
a  very  realistic  approach.  Gold,  as I have  stated on an earlier oc- 
casion,  still represents the most  cherished form of monetez=y reserve in 
a great many countries.  And so gold will probably continue to have a 
place in our monetary arrangements. In recent years the a lmost  complete 
immobilization of gold as a reserve asset has  aroused  concern.  Today, 
it  is no longer as completely  immobilized at the official price of 
$42.22 as  it was before it could serve as  collateral /for central bank 
loans.  But whether it could  or  should  be  completely mobilized amywhere 
near current  market  prices is a very difficult  question  indeed.  The 
world  economy  is "siuy in a position to absorb, without severe  infla- 
tionary effects, the huge increase in international 1iquLdity that would 
thus be brought  about. 

The  whole  debate  between those  in favor of demonetizing gold and 
those for  increasing its  role again strikes  me as the financial  equiva- 
lent of a,rcane theological arguments. As in other  issues, I take a 



pragmatic  appToach.  While  gold  caa  hardly  regain  its earlier position, 
it is a  respected  monetary asset  and  it  can be  a  valuable  component of 
reserves .even if it  is  not  very  actively in use.. 

In foreseeing the continuation of a multiple-reserve-asset  world, 
I recognize the inherent  problems of such an arrangement . The diffi- 
culties a v e  been  discussed  for a good many years, in the international 
'field  at  least  since the existence of the gold-exchange standard was 
formally recognized in the 1920s. Since I do not believe that we can 
reduce the number of reserve  assets to one alone, I tend to hope that 
the various  reserve  assets  would  not  diverge  too  greatly In their use- 
fulness  and  attractiveness. In Bractice, this  means that the dol lar  
has to regain a greater  degree of the  world*s confidence and to main- 
tain it. 

In the consideration  of the reserve-currency role of the dollar, 
the point has  been  made in the United  States  that  such a role imposes 
excessive  burdens on the country. To me this has' always seemed to re- 
flect a lack of understanding  of the very  close link between the health 
of the U.S. economy  and ofthe world economy. The dollarre r@serve- 
currency  responsibilities  should  not  hamper the pursuit of domestic 
policies in  the United  States to foster  steady growth with reasonable 
price  stability. The external and the internal  obdectives  are es- 
sentially the same--a  strong'  and  dependable  dollar. 

It is perfectly  true, of course, that the U.S. -economy, like others, 
may find  itself in cyclical  situations when domestic and external  policy 
objectives  seem to be in conflict. I have in mind recessionary  periods 
that  coincide  with  *ising pa3nnents  deficits. If fundamental  equilibrium 
.is not.in question, such  cyclical  deficits  are  not  inappropriate and in- 
ternational  monetary  arrangements  should  provide the necessary temporaa-y 
financing. Of course,  should  domestic  antirecessionary policies be pur- 
sued to excess, they would harm the reserve-currency role of the dollar. 
B u t  by the same token such  extreme  policies  would do long-term haam do- 
mestically, weakening the internal  value of the dollar. O u r  domestic 
and  ex%ernal  policy  objectives should  reinforce  eech  other, and not be  in 
conflict. 

Recognizing this is a  necessary  step in moving  beyond the attitude 
toward  external  aspects  of the U.S. economy  that has come to be knm 
&s benign neglect. In the last couple of years this posture has been 
m a i n l y  reflected in the U.S. .approach t o  the msnsgement of exchange 
-,.rat&,j.-al%hough here, with some. hope, I seem to detect a  beginning of a 
..chang@-;ttoward suppert of greater rate stability. In broader  terms,  be- 
-ml-.-pegl.ect has contributed to  the ebbing of confidence in the dollar 
.bx. weakening the credibility of  the United States'  interest  in  continu- 
ing--tbe rcserve-currency role of the dollar. I recognize.  that it will 
take some time before confidence in the dollar is reestablished, for 
the sbock  effects of recent  years haye been too powerful to disappear 
qdckly. But I am hopeful  that in the United States we have made enough 
progress in.eliminating the worst of the inflationary  excesses f r o m  the 
domestic  economiy to begin to restore  confidence in  the dollar  inter- 
nationally.  Restoring  that confidence is, of course, a precondition  for 
a  satisfactory  f+unctionin& of the dollar  as  a  reserve  currency. 

The U.S..bolla,r can best  =fill its  role .as the world's pr- 
reserve  currency if it  is linked particularly  closely with a few other 



key currencies.  The  management of floating  rates  is already evolving 
in the direction of certain  groupings of currencies. Thus we have,  on 
the one hand, the European  currencies  associated with the snake, and 
on the other hand.,  currencies  more closely associated with  the dollar. 
This  would  seem to be  occurring  in  realistic  acknowledgment of  the 
special roles of certain  key  currencies.  You will recall that more 
than 30 years ago John 'H. Willisms  .of H a r v a r d  and the  Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York  emphasized the difficulty of treating all currencies 
as if they were  equally  important,  and  advocated the key-currency  ap- 
proach to monetary  stabilization. . 

The discussion of key-currency  arrangements has f r o m  time to time 
been put in terms of currency  blocs. I personally would prefer to 
avoid  that  term; to me it has too much of a  defensive, inward-looking 
connotation.  Instead I would  like to think of a few key countries 
working closely  together,  while  other  countries  would become variously 
associated  with  each,  forming  groups  centering on these  key currencies. 
With a small number of key countries,  it  should  not be impossible to 
reach a working  arrangement on managing  appropriate exchange rate re- 
lationships among the groups.  It  is through such an arrangement that 
I see the best  hope of advancing  toward the strongly managed, relatively 
stable but  adjustable,  exchange rates  that I believe -e necessary. 

Specifically, I foresee the need for  a firmly managed floating- 
rate relationship  between the currencies in.the European group and the 
dollar  group of currencies. Within  each  group,  pleas for rate stability 
are  already  being  increasingly  recognized,  and at present a growing in- 
terest in greater  stability in exchange rate relationships between the 
two groups  can  be  discerned.  Once the governments reached agreement on 
such a special  relationship  between the  two groups, the central banks 
would be in a  position to carry it  forward.  Under unusual market  pres- 
sures the key rate  could  be  moved,  but at the same time  the fundamentals 
would  also be borne in-mind. There  are  obviously  a  great many obstacles 
still to be  overcome  before we fully move to such an erangement. But 
it would benefit the world econolqy in general  and  not just the countries 
immediately  involved. As Dr. J. Zijlstra  emphasized in his speech at 
the BIS annud.meeting this year,  it would be  "a nucleus around which a 
whole  system of exchange rate stability  could be approached." 

Short-term &tat movements 

. Volatile  short-term  .capital .movements brought abut serious  diffi- 
culties in the world  economy  over the last  fifteen  years.  Such capital 
flows were the imrmediate cause of the .end of the  Bretton Woods  system 
and of the excessive  swings in major  exchange rates since. The original 
Bretton  Woods concept foresaw  a  problem in this T e a  and solved it on 
paper by not  providing for freedom of capital  movements, and in fact  as- 
suming that  short-term capital  movements  would be strictly controlled. 
Reality  turned  out to be different:  controls on outward capital  move- 
ments  in the major  countries were essentially  removed, and the rapid 
growth  of the industrial  countries together with the internationaliza- 
tion of financial  markets  set the.stage for  huge flows of funds  across 
national borders. As confidepce in major currencies waxed and  waned, 
speculative  movements,  including leads and lags, gathered force.  At the 
same time,  with the increasing.reliance on monetary policies in one 
major country,after another,  interest-rate differentials  between the 
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=in  financial  centers  periodically  widened and set  off flows of 
interest-sensitive  funds.  Such flows in turn often triggered specu- 
lative flows . 

To handle such  lazge  volumes  of  funds, af'ter they have been nur- 
tured by underlying  conditions,  is  of  course  extremely  difficult. The 
remedy clearly  has to focus on the sources  of  such  disturbances.  Re- 
storing  confidence  in  currency d u e s  that  will  not change capriciously 
is the  logical  starting point:  Being an optimist, I can see some hope 
that  with  closer  management of floating  rates  aad  a redoubling  of ef- 
forts toward  more  rational  domestic  policies,  we are moving in the 
right  direction .' 

Interest-sensitive  movements  of -de,  for their part, can be 
minimized  by  closer  coordination of monetary  policies among the mor 
countries. We have  had some progress  in the coordination of .monetary 
policies  in  recent  years . Most  recently, in the  handling of monetary- 
policy  responses to the.recession this  spring, we saw  an  increased 
readiness  among the major  industrial  countries to discuss  monetary- 
policy  steps  in  advance.  This  is  a  possible  harbinger of developments 
to come.  It  seems to me,  however,  that  it will not be  easy to advance 
such  coordination  much  beyond  adjustments  in the timing o f  policy moves. 

I am'somewhat  more  hopeful of reducing  interest-sensitive  capital 
. .  

flows through,lessening the burden on monetary  measures in domestic 
stabilization  policies.  Central  bankers  have  for  a long time been 
'pleading  for  greater  support from fiscal  policy  both in restraining 
inflation  and  in  cushioning  recession. I remeniberwell the numerous 
occasions  when I called  for a better m i x  of fiscal  and monetary  policies 
over the last two decades.  Have we made any progress? I am not  sure, 
elthough I think I see  some  signs  here and there of sane  forwesd  move- 
ment.  Politically  it has away8 been  easier to achieve fiscal flexi- 
bility  in  recessions than in  fighting  inflation.  The recent  wave of 
double-digit  inflation,  however , appears .in. a  number of countries to 
have  strengthened the resolve  against  inflation. In this connection, 
I am particularly  heartened by what I consider a significant  improve- 
ment  in  budget making in the United  States  during this past year and by 
the  more  realistic  attitudes of key  legislative  leaders in this country 
to the dangers of excessive  budget  deficits. 

But even if more flexibility in f i s c a l  policies enables  central 
banks to conduct more moderate  policies,  and if we manage to restore 
confidence in the major  currencies a.nd .to maintain it better than  we 
have  done in the past, we can"hardly  hope to eliminate  destabilizing 
capital  movements  completely. The question then is  whether  'erratic 
capital  flows  can be  allowed to dominate  domestic  economic  measures  or 
exchange  rates.  Hsving  posed the question in this way, I can  answer 
with little reluctace, but also little  enthusiasm, that theymmnot. 
In short,  absolute  freedom  for  short-term  capital movements is probably 
not  attainable. In special--though I would hope only extreme-sircum- 
stances,  controls w i l l  continue to be necessary.  I have come to believe 
this  even  though I know that  controls w e  by and large inefficient,  are 
technically  difficult to set up witholrt impinging on current  transactions, 
and,  once  imposed,  are  not  easy to remove. In any case, I think we are 
more  likely to avoid  capitaJ.controls if we establish  reasonable  confi- 
dence in currency  values,  than if  we encourage  a  pattern of wild exchange 
rate  swings  such  as we have  experienced in the last few years. 
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strengthsn+ag  internationa2  cooperation 

In conclusion, I would  like to say a few  words on international 
cooperation. In a world econow of sovereign  states,  shortsighted 
nationalistic  tendencies will inevitably  come to the fore from time  to 
time. Looking  back on the  entire  post-World  War 11 period, I -.en- 
couraged by the fact  that we have not  done  as  badly as we might  have. : 

On occasions  we  have  moved to d i s a r r q ,  most  recently  during the height 
of the  oil crisis,  but  we  have  managed to pull away f r o m  the brink each 
time. 

Looking ahead, I am optimistic.  The  Bretton Woods system may be 
dead, ' but  its  spirit of cooperation  is  alive.  While I am skeptical of 
efforts to create  automatic  disciplines  and  mechanisms to enforce  good 
behavior, I believe  much  can  be  done by proceeding  informally  and 
fostering  cooperation  rather than trying to impose it , At  the. same 
time, I would  stress  that  broad  international  codes of conduct are es- 
sentid in the economic  and  finescial  sphere, as well as the.political, 
even though I recognize  the  fragility of such  codes. 

Earlier I -pointed 'out 'that ' in ~ g y .  view the emerging  monetary aa" 
rangements  have to focus on a nucleus of key currencies.. .Cooperation 
among the key-curreney  countries will have to be particularly  close, 
as will the cooperation  within  each  grouping  surrounding a key currency. 
But this  should not  reduce, the need  for  cooperatjion in  the world in 
general; on the contrary, it .should  increase it. Thus, while the OPEC 
countries  have  formed  firm  bonds among themselves, ead .the  oil import-. 
ing  industrial  countries  are  striving to do so on their part, both 
groups  do  have  mutual  .interests,  and  cooperation  should  serye both much 
better than confrontation. 

Both groups of countries  also  have  responsibilities toward the oil 
importing  developing  countries,  While these countries  need a healthy 
international  monetary  framework  dust as all others  do,  their  immense 
needs  for  development  grants  and  capital  have to be treated separately. 
I have thus net dwelt on this  issue,  but I do  want to say that I feel 
quite  strongly  that the richer  countries of the world,  including the 
United  States,  should  considerably'  increase their efforts to aid the 

' poorer ones. 

Over the yews, I have  witnessed at  first head how well central 
bankers  have  learned to work  together. The BIS, where Per Jaoobsson 
first:exerted his international  leadership,  has  long  served as a vital 
f o v  in.this respect. T4e willingness  and  desire to cooperate, and 
indeed at times ' the stark  necessity ..of doing so, can--and  have--re- 
.solved many an apparently  irreconcilable  conflict. For their part, 
governments  have no choice  but to keep forging  closer lhks at their 
level. The  benefits of outward  rather than inward-looking.  policies 
are  not always easily  understood by the public  at  large. In each 
country,  leading pri-te citizens,  including  distinguished  members of 
the Per Jacobsson  Foundation,  recognize, I know, their responsibility. 
to help  develop  broad  political  support  for such cooperative  inter- 
nation&  policies. All of us. have to redouble our efforts in this 
direction. In toaa;y's world  economy,  interdependence  is a vital 
reality  that we cannot  afford &o overlook. 

# I ) * *  
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MR. BURGESS: I think  one  can  tell f r o m  the  response of the 
au@ience that  this was a statement  very well received.  It was a com- 
prehensive  statement, with a great many points of impact.  One  ad- 
vantage of sitting  up  here  is  that you can  +tch the  response of the 
audience.  That  is  particularly  interesting  when you know so many 
people  in the audience  and know what  they  have  said  or what they may 
have been  thinking. I think  that Mr. Hayes  has  given us a good  point 
of  departure  for the discussion,  which I hope will follow. 

. Let me remind you  that the back  page  of  the  program  has a slip 
for questions. I hope  that, as the meeting  proceeds, listeners will 
write down and  hand  in  questions  that  will carry this  discussion  still 
one  stage f’urther. low we go ahead  with our more formal discussion. 

Our next  spe,aker  comes f r o m  Iran.  The  outline of his  career, 
which  has  been  extraordinary, is before you, so I do not propose to 
read it.  It  is  enough to s q  that  here  is a man who has had very 
broad  practical  and  theoretical  experience. I welcome Mr. Xkodadad 
Farmanfarmaian,  who will  speak to us now. 
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Commentaries 
Commentaries on Alfred HaJres' presentation were 
offered by Khodadad  Farmanfarmaian,  Carlos  Massad, 
and  Claudio  Segrb.  The texts of their  statements 
follow. 

. .  

Khodadad Farmanfarmaian 

Introduction 

The  Board of Directors of the Per  Jacobsson Foundation 'should be 
congratulated for asking Mr. AlfYed  Hsyes to give this year's commemo- 
rative lecture. To honor  a m a n  of the stature of Per Jacobsson it is 
only  fitting that a  person of such great  distinction should be  selected 
for the task. I consider it a great  privilege to join this distinguished 
gathering  in paying tribute to Per  Jacobsson  and to prrrticipate in these 
proceedings. 

I intend to make same  general  remarks on international monetary re- 
form and follow  that by specific  comments on the paper presented by 
Mr. HaJres. While I speak as  a  private  individual, q r  views  inevitably 
reflect the position of the less  developed  countries.  However, in ex- 
pressing  and stressing the philosophy  and the attitudes of Third World 
countries, I believe a contribution  can be made to a better understand- 
ing of the present debate on the reform of the world monetary system. 

Genera2 remrzrks . -  
For the Third World countries the current monetary reform will crit- 

ically  redefine  and  reforni their  relationships with the-advanced indus- 
trial nations. A changed  internationsl  monetary system will greatly af- 
fect their  chances of achieving  greater equity.and justice in these re- 
lationships,  and just as important, will determine in great measure the 
continuation,  speed,  and  stability of the future  economic  progress of 
the developing  countries. Thus, any future internatiohal monetsry ar- 
rangement  or  system, if it  is to be viable, that is, if it  is to  be sup- 
ported  wholeheartedly by the Third World countries,  should be. deliber- 
ately  designed: (1) to reflect in its  structure  and  operations  a 
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flmdamental bias favoring the economic  growth of developing  countries, 
and (2) to a l l o w  these countries  much  greater  representation  agd  -re 
effective  participation in its  management. 

The  Bretton  Woods  Agreement  in  its  design  and  evolution  failed to 
address itself directly to the problems of  the less  developed  countries. 
It  lived  its  remarkably long life  because  it  met  reasonably well the 
needs of the advanced  industrial  countries,  especially with  the assist- 
ance .of other  auxiliary  arrangements  such as the Marshall Plan and var- 

. ious  swap  agreements . Bretton Woods has  subsequently been abandoned by 
the advanced  industrial  countries  since  they  deemed it inadequate to 
cope  with  certain  changes  related to their own domestic  economies, such 
as the massive  and growing deficits in the U.S. balance of payments in 
the 1960s and the divergence of policies  and  attitudes among industri- 
alized  countries  regarding  such  issues as the nature of reserves, 
liquidity  creation, the role of gold,  and the adjustment  process, 

Both  during  and  after the Bretton  Woods  era,  the needs of the  less 
developed  countries  have  been, at best,  considered a residual  concern 
and  often have been  patently  ignored. In-the turmoil of the past few 
years  they  .not only suffered  neglect , but also the "whiplash" effects 
of the unilaterd decisions of the world  industrial and'monetary powers. 
Economic  and financia decisions  or impulses generated'in the industri- 
a l l y  advanced  countries  cause  wide  fluctuations,  severe adJustment  prob- 
lems, and  adverse  consequences  in the economies of the  less developed 
countries. 

To consider  just  one  example: the devaluation of a mador reserve 
currency  diminishes the d l  reserves  of the less  developed  countries, 
at the same time causing larger  imbalances  in  their trade and payments 
positions.  Inflation  generated in  the devaluing  country is virtually 
exported to them,  and the anti-inflationary  measures taken in the de- 
valuing  country also severely  reduce the flows of credit  aad capital to 
developing  countries. The  restriction on credit  apd capital flows to 
the less  developed  countries  is  exacerbated when at the  time of de- 
vsluation the prevailing  politicaJ. m o d  in .that country is adverse to 
aid a d  international  assistance. All of these factors  adversely af- 
fect  development  projects  and programs in the less  developed  countries. 

The  whiplesh  effect of the unilateral and bilateral economic and 
monetary  decisions of the advanced  industrial  countries on the  trade 
and  development of the developing  countries  has  been  peuyticularly 
severe  in the  wst-Bretton Woods years. The developing  countries have 
been so deeply  affected  that  now-even if their w e l f a r e  and progress 
were to become a central  concern of new international  monetary  arrange- 
ments--they  would  still  insist on having  a  strong  voice in forging a 
new world  monetary  system  and  press  for full participation  in  its 
management . 

The  economies of &st developing  countries &e extremely vulnerable 
to changes  in  international trade and financial conditions.. Consequently, 
they need  'more than others, a  system of external  monetary  relationships 
which w i l l  be  reliable,  durable,  and  reasonably predictable  without  be- 
ing  inflexible. This requires an international  monetary  system managed 
gnd  supervised by a properly  constituted  interna'tional  authority. 
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Continued ad hoc or   b i la te ra l  o r  limited multilateral. arrangements 
between major industr ia l  powers or between blocs formed among them'is 
perceived by developing countries  as.major  obstacles t o   t h e  growth of 
t rade and economic developlhent. Thus, the present  position of the 
United States,  as stated by the  Secretary of the  Treasury  before Con- 
gressional. Subcommittees on July 21, 1975, that each nation be free t o  
choose among exchange ra te  systems that which suits it best and only 
allows the I" t o  receive  information  and'to  consult on the  interna- 
tional  implications of policies of the member nations, leaves much t o  
be desired. 

In ref lect ing on the  nature of t h i s  .policy as r e l a t ed   t o  the needs 
of the developing  countries, an old French saying comes t o  mind: "In 
relations between the  strong and the weak, it is  freedom that oppresses 
and l a w  that l iberates  ." . The developing countries  wish t o  have the rule 
of l a w   w i t h  proper due process  governing their   relhtionships w i t h  the  
major industrial. powers. 

* .  

For the  developing  countries,  interdependence is  a stwk rea l i t y .  
Their surv iva l  and progress depend on the  .economic stability and pros- 
per i ty  of the advanced industrial  countries. They recognize t h i s   f a c t  
fu l ly  and are willing  to  act  accordingly. They  know they must cooper- 
ate with  the  industrial  world not  only in   the  monetary sphere  but i n  
other  f ields as  well. 

- 
The present  international  econodc system has not served the world 

welL-cePtainly  not the Third World. It needs t o  be reformed. This is 
an inescapable  requirement.  for,ced by many pressures beyond which, a s  
Harlan  Cleveland  put it i n  a recent  art icle,  "is the  power of poverty 
i t s e l f , "  and,  he said, "the  poli t ics of human needs  has  equity--and 
time"on i ts  side. " 

~-0ad'c?xzracte2ristics of a reformed monetary system 

L e t  me summa,riee w h a t  I think should be the broad  characteristics 
of a reformed international system: 

(1) It should be truly  international.   in  nature,  with .its pro- 
visions observed by and binding on all member nations; (2) the  rela- 
t ionship between member nations, i re . ,  their r igh ts  and duties,  should 
be w e l l -  defined; (3) the  system  should be stable, with built- in flexi- 
b i l i t y  t'o be able t o  adjust t o  changing economic circumstances  without 
breaking down; (4) it should  allow  for fair representation and effect ive 
parti-cip'dk'ion of Third World countries in  its policymaking mechanisms 
and q - to -day  management ; and (5) it should  be  designed t o  spur the 
flow  of"credit and cap i t a l   t o   t he  less developed coun t r i e s   t o   f ac i l i t a t e  
their trade,   particularly their emor ts   to   indus t r id   count r ies .  

, % .  

-The broad charac te r i s t ics   l i s ted  above ase used as a framework t o  
&tide q y  comments on Mr. Hayes' paper. 

C m e n t s  on Mr. Rqe8' paper 

I consider Mr. Hayes' paper a valuable  contribution to   t he   r ecen t  
discussions. He presents a w e a l t h  of experience and penetrating an*- 
sis which is d i f f i c u l t   t o  question. I certainly  support some of his 
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conclusions, and  where I differ  from him, as I do on some of his major 
conclusions, it derives from my philosophical  departure  rather  than 
any defect i n  his reasoning. 

To begin  with, I certainly  agree tha.t efforts  to  rebuild  interna- 
t ional  monetary arrangements have not  progressed much. but the ad hoc 
procedure 'of trial and error proposed by Mr. H a y e s  may not  necessarily 
be the  best  available approach. We have &ready had long experience 
and have accumulated a great deal of knowledge regarding monetary prob- 
lems. Where the  basic  difficulty  l ies is not i n  lack  of  information 
and experience  but i n   t he  absence of a common philosophy and a common 
purpose. This inevitably accounts for   the  r igidi ty  of the  positions 
on various  issues,  especially of some of the  advanced industr ia l  coun- 
tries. Therefore, I believe that there is  a need for  conceptual  leader- 
ship t o  change the  s ta tus  quo rather than triel and error  efforts to 
tinker  with new machinery. 

Mr. H q e s  expresses y i th  good reason a preference  for broad ap- 
proaches aZI against comprehensive rules. Cleazly-comprehensive rules 
and technical details as a code of behavior among nations is  imprac- 
t i ca l .  But agreement on broad principles can also prove  useless if the 
parties concerned have no bet ter   guide ' to   their  conduct than a require- 
ment t o  exlplain t o  each other why they deem their ac t ions   to  be in their 
national  interests and incidentally  in  accord with very  broad m u l t i -  
nationally agreed principles. Perhaps a position  in the  middle of the  
two extremes, where broad,approaches are combined with some concrete 
rules i s  more appropriate. 

The.first  broad  approach he suggests .is the need for reasonable 
exchange stability--a degree of s tab i l i ty  much greater  than that ex- 
perienced i n  the last two years.  After  surveying the past ,  he concludes 
that the  trend of informed opinion i s  also moving i n  that direction. 
On this point I agree with Mr. Hayes . 

What follows is his rejection of the  freely floating exchange r a t e ,  
which  he considers an i l lusion which works beautifully only on paper. 
A whole sequence of powerful arguments is subsequently  presented by h i m  
showing the shortcomings of the unmanaged or lightly managed foreign 
exchange markets, which inevitably  support his proposal f o r  greater ex- 
change rate s tab i l i ty ,  I present a brief  outl ine of h i s  arguments below: 

0 Where exchange markets are left on t h e i r  own or are l igh t ly  
managed,  wide fluctuations of rates that are  faz from l ikely  equilib- 
rium levels result, owing t o  the destabil izing  effects of speculative 
capital  movements asd  the lag in   t r ade  a+Justm&nt t o  exchange rate 
changes . 

0 Wide exchange rate   f luctuat ions  lead  to  widened bid and offer  
margins and reduce market depth,  .resulting  in market abuses and ex- 
change market losses,  thereby  straining  the  international banking system. 

0 Wide exchange rate  f luctuations could slow the growth of inter-  
national  transactions and hurt trade and long-term capi ta l  flows by 
creating  uncertainties- 

0 ' Wide swings in exchange rates can lead t o  exchasge controls 
and trade  restrictions in  other  countries. 
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0 The effect of wide  fluctuations of exchange rate on the domes- 
tic  policies of those countries  which  are  greatly  dependent on foreign 
trade can be  profound,  especially  in  terms of wastes  resulting from 
misallocation  of  resources  caused  by  exchange  rate  movements  away from 
equilibrium  levels  for a protracted  period of time. 

0 Developing  countries w e  deeply  affected  by wide fluctuations 
in  the exchange  rates-  of  currencies to which  they  are linked because 
of their large  external  sectors. 

/' 

0 Excessive  swings in exchange  rates  are  serious, since in down- 
swings the countries  whose  currencies  are  depreciating  suffer  inflation, 
and  because of rigidities  in  price  and  cost  structure others do  not  ex- 
perience appreciation;  for the whole world, this  asymmetrical  behavior 
leads to a "ratchet"  effect,  creating an automatic inflationary bias 
that  unnecessarily  adds to the force  of the already existing  world in- 
flationary tendency  resulting  from the revolution of rising expectations. 

The  implication of wide  exchange  rate  fluctuations as presented by 
Mr. Hayes  inevitably  leads to the conclusion  that  exchange  rate  sta- 
bility  is  desirable--a  conclusion which is  difficult to contest. 

BaZance of payments  adJusknent and exohange rate ahcmges 

In his  discussion of the balance of payments  adjustment  and  ex- 
change  rate  changes,  while  not  excluding the latter  From  playing a 
role, Mr. Hayes  does  not believe  that in reality  th,e  adjustment mech- 
anism  can  be  automatic.  He also concludes f r o m  monetary  history that 
the national  pressures to adjust have been  much greater-on debtor  coun- 
tries and  consequently, the search  for  better adJustment  mechanism has 
concentrated on directing  pressures on creditors.  It is perhaps  inter- 
esting to note  here  that the disenchantment of many of the less  developed 
countries  with the IMF derives  from  that agency's  overt role in passing 
the pressure of the creditor  countries  for  adjustment to t.hese countries 
as  debtors  through  various types ,of stabilization  programs. 

In  regard to "large structural imbalances" such as the situation . 
after  World W a r  I1 and the recent  imbalance  between the oil exporting 
and oil importing  countries, Mr. Hayes  believes  that  adjustment of such 
imbalances  requires  action by creditors as, in fact, both  the United 
States  in the former case,  and .the member  countries of  the Organization 
of Petroleum  Exporting  Countries (OPEC) in the- latter  case,  have  acted. 
Should  creditors  fail to take appropriate  action to help rectify such 
imbalances,  deficit  countries would  be  justified in taking protective 
measures. 

During inflationary times when a country  develops huge surpluses 
as a result of domestic slump or  stability, Mr. Hayes  states ,it should 
not be  required to inflate  its  economy  .for the purposes of 'adjustment 
and.the burden of adjustment should  be lef%.to debtor  countries. Wikh 
regard to cyclical  imbalances, he  does not  consider  exchange  rate 
changes as appropriate  and  believes  that  these  imbalances  should be 
bridged  by  reserve  changes  and  credit  extensions. 

On the correction of basic  disequilibrium,  first he calls to our 
attention the difficulty of time lags between. rate changes  and trade 
flows  and the susceptibility of exchange  rates to continue to move on, 
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if left  unattended, and indeed the problem of discerning  the  appropriate 
equilibrium rates. Then he .suggests that these problems w i l l  be auto- 
matically handled, given the  desire  for  stability, with close  interna- * 

tional  consultation .sad cooperation and accumulation of experiences by 
monetary authorities. 

Fina.lly, l&. aaJres suggests that when imbalances reflect   differing 
internal  cost and price  trends, exchange ra te  changes should  be rel ied 
upon t o  keep the world economy i n  equilibrium. It i.s here that he pro- 
poses the use of firmly managed floating as the  best mechanism o f  ad- 
justment in  the  present world circumstances. He eqresses  skepticism 
as to  the  acceptabili ty of detailed  guidelines  for  the management of 
floating  rates, such as the  one prepared by the I", aad feels that 
agreement  can be achieved on the basis of two broad principles: (1) 
that "official  intervention should minimize short-run disturbances and 
preserve  orderly markets" and (2) that "official  intervention should 
not prevent  orderly ra te  adjustment required by changing fundamentals." 

To summarize Mr. H a y e s  ' vim on balance of PaJrments adjustments 
end exchaqe  rates, he believes that exchange rate sCability is essen- 
tial, that significant exchange rate  changes .should  only  be &llowed i n  
l ine with changing Aurdamentals, and that the  best mechanism t o  achieve 
this is through firmly managed floating without detailed  guidelines 
with reliance on international  consultation and cooperation. 

I cannot help but fee l  that much of Mr. Hayes' analysis and  con- 
clusion and indeed his basic  proposal  for  handling  balance of peyments 
adJustments is, addressed exclusively t o   . t h e  problem of the industrially 
advanced countries, leaving the problem of the less developed countries 
altogether unattended. On one issue the less  developed countries Arlly 
support the  position of Mr. Hayes , .and that is  the need for  a stable 
but sdjustable exchange rate. However, on his .main proposal, I believe 
they will dissent because of the  following  reasons: 

(1) Can managed f loa t ing  ever be "pure" i n  the  sense that its 
management can be based on "impersonal" or "nonnational" or  "universal" 
considerations and indices? Obviously national  political  considerations 
alms intervene,  regardless of how well intended and disciplined  the 
monetary authorities may be. Thus, there is a natural tendency in  our 
imperfect world for unmnrraged f loa t  t o  become "polluted" and  even 
"dirty." . 

(2.) The developing  countries  harbor deep guspicions founded on 
their past and especially  recent e-erience with  the  unilateral and 
often cw.eless behavior of the advanced industrial  countries on issues 
that concern the5r  welfare. They w i l l  be reluctant  to leave the i r  for- 
tune and future  in  the hands of the money managers ahd the f isc& au- 
thori t ies  of the  industrial  countries;  to  the developing  countries it 
is very important who decides  the fate of their   international payments 
position, trade, and  economic development. 

( 3 ) They prefer  to have well-defined international monetary re- 
lationships w i t h  the industrial  world with clear codes of conduct.  and 
procedures for  adjustments. 

(4) They also wish t o  have effective  pazticipation,  in the manage- 
ment of the adjustment  procedure. 
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(5) Because  of the urgent  nature of  external  payments , trade  and 
development  problems, the developing  countries  cannot  afford to wait 
for the monetary  authorities  of  the  industrial  world to gain  experience 
w5th  their n q  devices. The  use  of  these  devices  may well lead to 
Severe  misallocation of resources  in the developing  Countries  and  cor- 
rective  action may be  delayed  because of natural  inertia or resistance 
to change  which  is  inherent  in  the  institutions  and  politics  associated 
with  such  multinational  devices. 

Perhaps my comments on the adjustment  mechanism can best  be  con- 
cluded  by  quoting a passage  from  the 1975 Annual  Report of the IMF in 
which  the  concern of' the  developing  countries  with  managed  floating  is 
expressed:  "For the  developing  countries  that  have  continued to peg 
their  exchange  rates.,  floating  of the major  currencies has  introduced 
a new  type  of  uncertainty  into  their  exchange  rates  and  balances of 
payments,  against  which  they  find it  difficult to protect  themselves ." 

The IMF has,  however,  concluded  that  in  similar  circumstances  such 
as  those  in the last few  years,  uncertainties  associated with  floating 
"are  not  necessarily  greater than  those  that  would  be  involved  under a 
par value  system." This  view  of the IMF is a conjecture  and  cannot be 
sustained  a  priori.  Under a par  value  system,  rate  fluctuations  are 
not  automatic  and  are  less  frequent  and  more  predictable  since  they are 
generally  effected af'ter some  international  consultations. . 

I'ntemtionaZ Ziquidity 

Mr. Hayes  believes  that  liquidity  or  reserves  are  required to 
bridge  temporary  imbalances  in  external  payments  and to provide  confi- 
dence  that  such  imbalances  can be bridged.  The  need for liquidity,  hoW- 
ever, he  maintains  is  also  determined  by  confidence  in the system, the 
currency  of  reserve,  volatility of short-term  capital  movements,  and 
general  attitudes to inflation. As a general  rule,  he  states  that  under 
deflationary  circumstances  liquidity  should  be  made  abundant  and  con- 
versely,  in  inflationary  times  liquidity  creation  should 'be restrained. 

Two current  tendencies  leading to excessive  liquidity  creation, 
one  through  reserve  currency  diversification  and the other  through the 
Euro-currency  markets, are discussed. He believes  that the first  is 
small in  magnitude  and  with  the  strengthening  of the dollar it will be 
controlled.  The  second  problem he fears  is  much  more  worrisome. Euro- 
currency  markets  have  provided  credit  with  relative  ease to deficit 
countries--a  tendency which has received  further  impetus  from the 
placement of the new OPEC reserves in the same  markets. He suggests 
Euro-currency  activities  should be minimized  by  limiting  placement of 
reserves  and  by  imposing a reserve  requirement  on. the banks  engaged in 
Euro-currency  lending  in  other  countries. 

Unless  compensatory  opportunities  are  provided, these  proposals 
will hurt both the OPEC and the less  developed  countries in general. 
The  Euro-currency  market  has  provided  an  opportunity  for the OPEC coun- 
tries to have a limited  hedge  against the recent  downswings of the 
dollar  rates  aad  provided  for them a better  possibility  for  proper man- 
agement  of  their  reserve  portfolios.  Surely, the desire to keep the 
option to diversify their  reserve  holdings  is  understandable,  particu- 
larly  in  the  light of suggestions  which  have  gained  some  currency  in 
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the  United States  to "identify"  OPEC'  funds,  leading to apprehension 
in the monetary  circles  in the OPEC  countries  that  their  placement in 
the  United mates could be subject to possible  blockage. 

To the  less developed  countries in general  the  Euro-currency mar- 
ket has provided a source of short-term  and  medium-term capital  which 
have  been  crucially  important  for their balance of payments  adjustment 
and  economic  development.  Were these sources  of  funds'to  diminish, in 
the  absence of additional  capital *om elsewhere, the financial  position 
of the developing  countries  would  deteriorate.  *her. 

Mr. Ha.yes does  not  believe the dollar  overhang  is  as large a s  it 
seemed to be a few years  ago. ana no drastic  surgery  is required if the 
W.S. balance of payments'position improlies.  Here,  it is important to 
n'bte that w h i l e  the size of  the problem  is  smaller now, reflationary 
lici,es in the United  States which  can  lead to a  worsening of the 
S, balance of payments  deficit  can  amplify the overhang  problem. 

Jlhe difficulty  is in the nature  or the root of the  problem of the 
aol la r  overhaag,  namely, the overwhelming  predominance of the dollar 
as a reserve  and  trading  currency.  It  is  perhaps the need for the 
diversification  of  reserve  assets  and the reluctance to depend so 
heavily on .the  dollar  that  has  motivated many developed and developing 
countries to search  elsewhere  for  balancing  their  reserve  portfolios. 

grl 

Since  gold has lost  its  position 88 a universally accepted  reserve 
-set  and  its.  monetary role is  being  phased  out of the international 
monetary  system, the  remaining  options  for  reserve  asset  diversification 
is'limited to one  or two European  currencies  and the SDR. Before dis- 
cussing the SDR, however,  one  comment on gold is essential. Any sub- 
stantial  increase  in the price of official  gold will increase  interna- 
tional  liquidity--unevenly among a few countries--end will cause -her 
inflationary  pressure,  which  is in the interest.  of  neither the developed 
nor the developing  nations of the world. 

Mr. Hayes is skeptical  whether the role of the SDR as a  unit of ac- 
count  can  become  substantially greater than it  is  at  present and he con- 
siders  that its f"ther expansion as a  reserve  asset will  be inflation- ary. The global  need  for  liquidity is a subject which requires much 
closer  examination  by the I" and  its  auxiliary  committees, particularly 
in respect of the needs of the less  developed  countries as  well as de- 
veloped  debtor  countries.  What  requires  priority  at this time is. a re- 
examination of  the regulations  governing SDRs and their  allocation with 
a view to  pr~moting further f l o w  of' financial  resources to the develop- 
ing countries. . The  Committee of Twenty thus has  proposed  a  "link"  be- 
t w e e n  development  finance .and SDRs through  its direct allocation to in- 
ternational  and  regional  development  finance  institutions as a new and 
automatic  source of development  financing, 

Mr. Hsyes  prefers a world of key-currency  arrangements where there 
is  '*a  firmly  managed  floating-rate  relationship  between the currencies 
in the European group  and the dollar," with other currencies forming 
"associations"  with one. of the key currencies. He believes that such 
arrangements  offer. the best  solution  for  stability  and  orderly adj.rist- 
ment of exchsssge rates. 

The basic  concern With this approach  is the possibility  that  under 
certain political or economic  circumstances  associations may become 
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blocs, with  special  protective and  restrictive policies in.trade and 
external  monetary  relationships.  This, if it  happens, is certainly a 
step  backward.  When nations  do  not  have  binding  obligations to behave 
according to international  rules,  it  is  much  easier for  them to pursue 
their selfish individu o f  bloc  interests. 

On short-term capital movements. Mr. Hayes  believes that by re- 
storing  confidence in currency  values,  firm  management of floating 
rates,  increased  efforts toward more  rational  domestic  policies,  and 
closer  coordination of monetary  policies aaiong the  major countries, 
the type of difficulties  experienced in  the last fif'teen years can be 
minimized. These  recommendations  are  pious  hopes  and are no solution 
to  the erratic  and  destabilizing  movement of short-term capital flows 
across borders. Mr. Hwes himself  concludes  that  "absolute freedom for 
short-term  capital  movements. is probably  not  attainable" and that .in 
special  cases  restriction of short-term  capitsl flows is essential. 
Some  restrictions on short-term capital flows seem necessary to main- 
tain stability in foreign  exchange markets; but if  they  were to  be im- 
posed  arbitrarily  by  individual  monetary  authorities. such measures 
will prove to be counterproductive  and will lead to greater volatility 
of exchange markets. These  restrictions will prove more effective if 
they are  based on agreements  between  central badlts in consultation with 
the I". 

The cornerstone  of Mr. Hayes' proposal is the necessity of rate 
stability in foreign  exchange  markets. He proposes. that this  can be 
best achieved by "a firmly managed floajxing-rate relationship between 
the currencies in the European group  and the dollar group of curren- 
cies." He believes that the smooth  working of this scheme can best be 
assured by consultation  among  governments on domestic  economic  policies 
and  greater  cooperation among the monetary  authorities of nations. 

In commenting on his thoughts, I fully agree with his goal of 
achieving  exchange rate stability  but  depart from him in  his selection 
of mechanism. As I have indicated, a clear set of rules agreed upon 
internationally,  supervised by an international  institution, and man- 
aged by all nations  affected by it is essential. To put  it in more 
concrete  terms, in place of a firmly  managed  float among key currencies, 
I propose an exchange rate regime based on stable but adjustable  par 
values  with the SDR as the main reserve asset,  and a greater degree of 
symmetry in  the aajustment  process. 

Mr. Hayes and I both believe that the cooperative  international 
spirit of Bretton  Woods,  for which Per Jacobsson worked so hard, is 
alive and still  serves as the basis upon which to build a new world 
monetary arrangement. 

* * * *  

MR. BURGESS: Thank  you very much. Mr. Fannanfarmaian, for adding 
a great many points of emphasis to our discussion. I will now call on Mr. Carlos Massad, formerly the head of the Central Bank of Chile. 
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I consider it a great honor t o  have been invited t o  comment on 
Alfred Hayes'. Per- Jacobsson Lecture. Not only because those two names 
are, and w i l l  always be, among the most important contributors  to  the 
development of  international Bpd central banking, but also because the 
subject matter of t o w ' s  lec,ture i s  of great importance to an under- 
standing of the changes that. ase taking place and their  implications. 

I am in basic agreement with most of  Alfred Hayes'  comments, per- 
haps as a consequence of sharing his biases as a central  banker. I pre- 
fer  a pragmatic, as opposed t o  a do-tic, approach. I share the'  belief 
that a new monetary system can only be bui l t  block by block and that 
broad approaches are better  than  detailed  rules. I share Hayes' v i e w  
that exchange rates cannot be l e f t   d o n e ,  and perhaps I could add some 
aaditional arguments on th i s  matter.. For  example, empirical  evidence 
indicates  that.exchaage rete fluctuations are  positively  correlated with 
inflation rates; as Hayes points  out, "wide  swings i n  exchange rates 
tend t o  exacerbate  international  frictions and t o  multiply controls," 
but this implies that  the  larger  the "disequilibrium," the l e s s   e f f i -  
cient  floating  ratesjwill be, a view that is contrary t o  the accepted 
belief that floating rates work better i n  disequilibrium  situations, 

I also share &%yes' view that one ought not t o  overestimate the 
role that coordination of national domestic policies can be expected t o  
play in the adJustment process,  although I would add that one should  not 
underestimate it either. Again, I share his views on the need t o  look 
for same way of regulating the expansion of the Euro-currency market i n  
order t o  avoid excessive  liquidity  creation. H e r e ,  however, my own in- 
clination would be t o  place  substantially greater emphasis on the need 
for  international  surveillance of the l iquidity expansion that takes the 
form of off ic ia l   in ternat ional   credi t   faci l i t ies .  As IIayes point6  out, 
such f ac i l i t i e s  =e a form of liquidity,  but because they are  often 
available only t o  a few countries and not t o  others,  they  tend  to  re- 
distribute the burden of adjustment, o r . a t   l ea s t  the timing of adjust- 
ment, against  those  countries , large or small, excluded fram the   fac i l i -  
t ies .  Furthermore, I 8211 i n  agreement with AlfYed Hayes on the danger  of 
the full mobilization of gold at near  current Wke t  prices,  and on the 
fact that, i f  many monetary authorities  consider 'gold as a valuable in- 
ternational  asset,  gold w i l l  have a presence, and perhaps a re lat ively 
importsnt one, i n  the system. 

. .  

agreement with many of Alffed Hayes' remarks, however, does not 
necess&ily..imply an agreem@nt with the general  picture that emerges 
from them. 

. .. . . '  

.. The block by block approach t o  monetary reform may be  unavoid&ble. 
But this.circumstsnce should  not  prevent the  international conmunity 
f r o m  deciding beforehand on the  general shape of  the  edifice that should 
be built out of the  blocks, if it .wishes t o  avoid the danger of being 
surprise&-perhaps  unpleasantly--by the outcome. I am far from saying 
that the present blocks that are  being put into  place-ei ther  by inter-  
national agreement or de fa0h"do  not lead in  the  direction envisaged 
by Alfred HByes. oh the contrary,. I do believe that the s y s t e m  is mov- 
ing in  the  direction of reducing the  re la t ive importance of SDRs and of 
stimulating the appearance of groups  of key currencies. As a matter of 
fact ,  f loating, managed or not,  increases  the  relative demand fo r  

_ .  
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As Hayes has pointed  out,  the management of floating ra tes  i s  
evolving in   the  direct ion of certain groupings  of currencies; it may 
perhaps  continue t o  evolve i n  the direction of a few key  countries work- 
ing closely  together,  while  other  countries become associated w i t h  them 
in'  various ways.  A small. number of key countries  could  reach agreement 
on arrangements t o  manage exchange rate relationships a k n g  the groups, 
But the consequences'of such a development mey not be as desirable as 
they s e e m .  

In the  first place,  the group  of key countries would have t o   w e e  
-on forms of reciprocal  credit  arrangements, perhaps  through an eqanded 
network of,  swaps, t o  ensure that there  could be appropriate  intervention 
i n  the market. That is, the group  of key. countries would create their 
own international  liquidity,.  leaving no room for  other forms of liquid- 
i ty   c rea t ion  and perhaps  ignoring  the re8t of the  world so f a r  as l i q -  
uidity  distribution is concerned. 

There is  then no guarantee of an orderly  process of l iquidi ty   cre-  
ation. H e r e ,  le t  me add that like Hayes I consider  simple  comparisons 
between world trade and l i qu id i ty   t o  be very  crude,  and even misleading. 
Such simple comparisons are  not made any more at  the  domestic  level, 
whe.re we have learned  long ago that   velocity is n o t   c o n s t a t ,  even 
though it may be a stable  function of a f e w  variables. I believe the 
same is t rue  in   the  internat ional  sphere. An orderly  process of liquid- 
i ty   c rea t ion  and an appropriate  regulation of l i q u i d i t y  growth ares, i n  
my view, very  important  building  blocks  for  the  system as a whole.. 

FuFthermOre, the grouping of key countries i n  exchamge rate manage- 
ment  would stimulate asset diversification i n  reserve currency  holdings, 
.with.the well-known dangers of i n s t ab i l i t y  and short-term  capital move- 
ments. O f  course, this par t icular  development might be .inhibited i f  one 
of the key currencies became overwhelmingly important in the group. But 
the s i tuat ion is now substantially  different from that   prevail ing at the  
t i m e  of  Bretton Woods, and several  currencies might  compete for   the  place 
of honor. If so, the  degree of international  surveil lance  of  the  poli-  
c ies  of the key countries  required  for  the  smoth  operation of' the  sys- 
tem might become unacceptable. Without SurveiUance, however., changing 
conditions  in  different  ley  countries might lead   t o  domestic  policies 
which could result i n  strong  disturbances  being  transmitted  through  the 
system t o   t h e   r e s t  of t he  world. 

Diversification of currency  holdings 5s no longer a minor element 
i n  the picture.  Insofar a s  currencies we an increasingly  important 
p s r t .  of reserve holdings, I would expect t h i s   d ive r s i f i ca t ion   t o  con- 
t inue,  s5nce it is unlikely that i n  the foreseeable future the.   recent 
experience  of exchange r a t e   i n s t a b i l i t y  w i l l  be  forgotten. My guess is 
that it w i l l  take a long time before there is any strong f a i t h  i n   t h e  
s t ab i l i t y  of exchange rates. One pointer i n  this direct ion i s  the  grow- 
ing tendency t o  look fo r  a more s tab le  numeraire, i n  the English  sense 
of t ha t  French word. Thus, some ins t i t u t ions   i n  the pr ivate   sector  have 
begun t o  use  the SDR fo r  the purpose, a heresy  which, l ike  others   before  
it, ma,y after all l ead   in   the  end t o  reform. In f a c t ,   t h e  time q come 
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when the  private  sector begins t o  create SDRs through the well-known 
multiplier  effect, while the  official   sector  tr ies  to pove in  the di- 
rection of reducing the importance of SDRS i n  monetary affairs.  Euro- . 
SDRs may be in   the making. 

A system of key countries working together will not necessarily 
contain a stimulus t o  adJustment unless one was  already in existence. 
Adjustment may have t o  depend  upon direct  negotiations between the key 
countries  involved, with all the  friction such a method would imply. 
Of course, an alternative w o u l d  be t o  negotiate a system of  adjustment 
and of distribution of burden; but, i f  such a negotiation were success- 
ful, the  core of the monetary reform would i n  fact  have been established. 
In any case, adJustment, like  liquidity  creation, is  a matter of the  ut- 
most importance for  the whole international community, and every country 
would certainly wish to  participate i n  the  negotiations t o  make sure 
that its interests were duly taken  care of .  

The system which  seems t o  be emerging does not contain  either ap- 
propriate  incentives fo r  adjustment, o r  proper  guarantees for  the regu- 
lation of liquidity  creation and distribution. If these  difficult ies 
are t o  be overcome, the system must, i n  ~gy view, contain  other  features. 
We may perhaps have t o  go back to   t he  discussions i n  the Committee of 
Twenty t o  find them;  and they must include, at the  least ,   asset   se t t le-  
ment and liquidity  creation through the  allocation of SDRs. SDR allo- 
cation need not  lead t o  excessive liquidity  creation  insofar as 'other 
forms of l iquidity expansion are under control. 

A word on the  less developed countr5es. I am firmly convinced that 
they have more t o  gain f'rom a system that takes  care of the i r   in te res t s  
than *om repeated  pleas  for  assistance. The result  of such pleas i s  
only too obvious. I believe that it is in   the i r   in te res t   for  a system 
t o  be put into  place by international agreement; an established system 
is the best  protection  for  the weak.  Hence, I would expect  the less 
developed countries t o  press  for reform in the  sense  given t o  the term 
by the  discussions of the Committee of Twenty. 

Central bankers are usually proud, and rightly so, of their  con- 
servatism.in  financial  matters. The trouble is that  one no longer knows 
w h a t  conservatism is. It is not a belief  in  preserving  the status quo, 
fo r  no one  seems to l ike   the  prqsent  situation. It is  not a des i re   to  
go ba,ck to  the  old system, for everybody recognizes its limitations. 
Perhaps conservatism now is  a feeling  that it should  be  proper t o  go 
back t o  the discussions and approaches of the early years of th i s  de- 
cade"in  search of a general  design that could be used for putting each 
new building block i n  place.  In such a task,   international  insti tutions,  
and in  particular  the IMF, which owes so much t o  Per  Jacobsson, have a 
decisive  role  to play.' And so have. central  bankers,  particular'ly  those 
few who, like  Alfred Ha;yes , have the  insight , the knowledge, .and the ex- 
perience and can leave  behind,  with  pride,  the  pressures of daily  deci- 
sions. 

L 
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MR. BURGESS: Thank you very much, Mr. Massad, Y o u r  comments have 
added a feeling of faith and a feeling of practical courage t o  our pro- 
ceedings. 

I will now ca l l  on Mr. Claudio Segr6 t o  continue the  discussion. 

Claudio !3egr6 

I am very honored  and pleased t o  be here t o w  and I should l i k e  
t o  expre8.s mcy sincerest thanks to  the  Directors of the Per Jacobsson 
Foundation for t h i s  unexpected and  most f lattering  invitation, . 

A t  no time have I been directly  associated with international =ne- 8 

tary  negotiations but mcy interest  i n  them--and 1 9 ~ r  frustrations--have 
certainly  paralleled  those of the keenest  participants. The week after 
I entered  private banking, sterl ing was devalued and close behind came 
the gold crisis,   the French franc  devaluation, August 1971, Februruy 
1973, and a series of other  events and nonevents that marked the pro- 
gressive  dismantling of the  international monetary system. 

Trying t o  keep &.oat i n  t h i s  storm has been a traumatic exper5ence 
and I warmly welcome, therefore, Mr. Hayes * plea that moneta;ry recon- 
struction is  urgent and should not be delayed. A s  a matter of fact ,  I 
cannot find fault with the major points  of his lucid and convincing 
analysis. O u r  divergences concern less what he says than what he leaves 
unsaid, particularly at the normative level. 

Mr. Hayes has  given us an evolutionary framework based upon, two 
pil lars ,   the  re-establishment of the  dollar's  health and an improvement 
in  international cooperat,ion. This is an essentially  aristocratic .ap- 
proach: the  authorities of the key-currency countries w o u l d  receive a 
vote of confidence and be asked t o  use the i r  wisdom in  s teer ing  the 
world's.monetary  course  through the  rocks of inflation,  deflation, and 
conflicting  national  interests. 

As it is the duty of the opposition t o  oppose, I w i l l  start by say- 
ing that the market is  not going t o  be very. impressed with mere conver- 
gence on broad policies, as suggested. I fear  that ,  after the t o t a l  
collapse we have eqerienced, the public would not  be sufficiently  re- 
assured without clear  indications that major countries are wil l ing  to  
accept a greater degree of restraint on domestic pol ic ies   in   the  inter-  
est of orderly  international monetary relationships , i .e, , t o  submit t o  
certain rules.  Yet, precisely on this point Mr. Hayes has encouraged 
no wild hopes. 

Let me go now t o  more specific comments following the  order  of  the 
presentation We have just heed .  On exchange rates ,  I believe that  a 
consensus w i l l  emerge on the need for  greater  stabil i ty.  Few w i l l  q w -  
re1 w i t h  Mr. Wes ' c a l l  for  a "firmly managed float that. , .would allow 
significant  rate changes only in   l ine  with changes i n  fundamentals." 
The wide swings of the exchange markets have taught  us  several  lessons. 
The first one is that lwge divergences between market rates and any 
reasonable  estimate of the underlying Atnda3rIental par i t ies  cannot fail  
over time t o  discourage and distort  international  trade and investment. 
'The second one is that  f loating  rates have not acted as  a brake on spec- 
ulative  capital movements, far from it. The third one is that the end 
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>f the par.  value  system  has  not  meant the end of the accumulation of 
reserve-currency  balances:  thus the inflationary  creation of internal 
Liquidity  continued,  while the effects of exchange  rate  instability on , 

the  prices of imported  goods  spread  throughout  domestic price struc- 
tures  and  became  embedded  in  them. 

Agreement on the management of floating  rates  could be one ele- 
ment--and a significant  one--in  future  arrangements,  but  it would con- 
cern  merely the market  expression .of more  fundamental  phenomena, the 
adjustment  process  and the evolution of reserve  currency  balances. 
While I'accept Mr. Heyes'  analysis of the role of exchange rates in  the 
adjustment  process, I miss more  positive  suggestions on the problems of 
asymmetry in adjustment  and of liquidity  creation by the reserve-cur- 
rency  countries. The  reason  is  probably  that no arrwgements are  emerg- 
ing  and  that,  in  fact,  even  the'  reform  outline  prepared by  the Committee 
of  Twenty  seems to have gone  by the boards. 

I am painfully a w e  of the serious  conceptual  and technical ,prob- 
lems involved in restoring  convertibility  even of a limited. kind. I 
believe,  however, that no reform  effort will be  significant  until  it 
has tackled  this  problem  which  lies  at the heart of our past  and  pres- 
ent  difficulties. If inflation.wrecked the Bretton Woods system, as Dr. Emminger  suggested in his  Per  Jacobsson  lecture two  years ago, it 
did so not because of  the existence of a par  value system but because 
the reserve  currency  countries  could  finance  their  deficits painlessly 
and  in  practically  unlimited  amounts. 

The  position of the United  States  is  unique  because of the dis- 
proportion  between the small weight of  the external  sector of the econ- 
m. and the enormous  weight of the dollar in world trade and finance. 
Benign  neglect was obviously a misconception  and Mr. HaJies rightly 
points  out  that  domestic  and  extekpal  policy  objectives should  rein- 
'force  each  other, the common aim being a strong  .and  dependable  dollar. , 

From that  point on, hcrwever, our roads diverge: he hopes that the res- 
toratiah  of the  dollar*s health will permit the United States to con- 
tinue acting as the principal  reserve  center,  while I hope that the 
newljr found  vigor of the dollar will allow the United  States "to  con- 
sider  unemotionally  steps toward the reduction of such a reserve role. 
This new approach  would  help  satisfy the legitimate  desire of  the 
United  States for. a.better control  over  its  exchange rate and  a  greater 
autonomy  in  monetary  policy. 

It  ie  fashionable t o w  to question the existence of a dollar "over- 
hang": this seems to me to be an exercise  in  semantics because'the fact 
is that  large-scale  conversions of dollar bdances either at the initia- 
tive .of foreign  holders or through  massive U.S. capital exports,- such as 
occurred  last  year, are an ever-present  danger.  E'urther, some of  t0da;y.s 
biggest  holders of foreign  currency  balances  are  understandably  con- 
cerned  about  keeping  "politically  exposed"  assets  and are therefore less 
likely to heed the call  for  cooperation than were  European  countries and 
Japan at the time the "overhang" was concentrated  in their hands. I can- 
not , therefore , share the opinion,  recently  presented by authoritative 
Congressional  committees.,  that no action is  warranted to stabilize  such 
dollar  balances.  Hopefully, if world  inflation  abates , part -of them 
w i l l  be  consolidated into longer-term  investments.  But a. multi-reserve- 
asset  world  :awash in .liquidity will continue to be plagued by exchange 
rate instability. This in  turn will give  rise to competing  currency 
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blocs  which may at times cooperate  but may at  other times  take  a  defen- 
sive  and  inward-looking  attitude.  Thus I would  place  near the top of 
my list  arrangements to encourage  the  gradual  retirement  asd/or the 
optional  substitution  of  reserve  currency  balances  by  means of an SDR 
account  lodged  in the IMF. 

The  problems of stabilizing  currency  balances  is  not  unrelated to 
the origins  and role of the Euro-currency  market. As a banker, I am 
not  unfamiliar  with the pretty  cold  attitude of the authorities toward 
this  favorite  whipping boy:  such an attitude only seems  to  become more 
mellow  when  there  are  substantial'stand-by  loans to be  raised,  with no 
questions  asked. A few remarks  are  in  order on this point.  First of 
all, the Euro-market  has  helped  stabilize  liquidity  balances  by offer- 
ing  foreign  holders  investments  more  profitable than treasury  bills. 
Secondly, the excesses of the market,  as Mr- Heyes rightly  points  out, . 
have  stemmed irom central  banks  depositing Aznds in the market  and gov- 
ernments  and  public  bodies  indulging  in  massive  borrowing.  Thirdly, 
the  recycling of OPEC f'unds through  the Euro-mrtrket was in  fact inevi- 
table: as Governor  Carli  recently  pointed  out,  "The lack of officid 
initiatives has made it  necessary to multiply  liquidity  through  private L 

channels  and  has  weakened the determination to control them effectively." 
Thus  the  Euro-market  has  enabled  oil  importing  countries  other than the 
United  States to play the game-which permits surplus countries to accu- 
d a t e  reserves  without any corresponding loss by the  deficit  countries. 
It is easy to see  that  this  mechanism  closely  resembles  in  its  conse- 
quences the liquidity  creation  resulting fromthe deficits of reserve 
currency  countries.  Even so, recourse to the Euro-markets was in my 
opinion a lesser evil. 

To conclude on this point, I would  certainly  support Mr. Hayes" ,. 

plea  for  moderation on the activities of central banks in the Euro- 
market  but  would look at  his  second  point,  reserve  requirements, with 
a healthy  degree of skepticism.  Beside  being  extremely  difficult to 
administer,  such a measure  would  appear  belated  ahd  unnecessary in v i e w  
of the  more  conservative  liquidity  policies of the Euro-bamks  after the 
costly  experiences of 1974. I would  be  much  happier if  the agencies 
entrusted  with the surveillance of the Euro-market  sought to influence 
liquidity as appropriate by engaging in full-fledged open market  opera- 
tions  and  by  coordinating  the  timing of Euro-currency  borrowing by 
governments  and  other  public  entities. 

When &e come to the problem  of  international  liquidity we find 
Mr- Hayes  facing  squarely  the two central  questions--how much and in 
which form. I share  his thinking on the irrelevance of a mechanical 
calculation of the appropriate  level of liquidity  and on the present 
adequacy of groas reserves.  However, the picture  is  lese  reassuring 
when  we  examine.individual net reserve  positions,  after  deduction of 
short-term  indebtedness.  This  essential  step"often  curiously  omitted-- 
reveals  that  several  major  trading  countries w i l l  'find  themselves &a- 
matically  strained if and when.the world  econumy  expands  again  at a 
normal pace. We  have  there  the makZng of  a new series of exchange mar- 
ket  crises: I submit  therefore  that this is no time for complacency  and 
that  funding  arrangements to restore the liquidity  and  indeed the sol- 
vency' of these  countries  are  urgently  needed. 

On the other  question, the form and  source of .liquidity, I a m  wor- 
ried  by Mr. Hayes' faith  in the viability of. a dollar-based  reserve 
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system. Surely i n  the 1950s and. ear ly  1960s the system helped t o  keep 
the world economy on &,path of balanced  expansion,  but we carinot be 
blind to  the  fact  that  conditions  that made th i s  possible then do not 
exist  any more.  While the  transit ion must be gradual, I see  the need 
for an effor t  t o  place a revamped SDR i n  a position of primary impor- 
tance among reserve  assets.  m-case  rests on the pol i t ical  and eco- 
nomic desirabi l i ty  of freeing.the  international monetary system From 
dependence on a given country's  balance of payments evolution,.whether 
that country  be the United States,  the  Federal Republic of Germany, o r  
Saudi Arabia. A new departure would certainly  involve "enormous pi t -  
falls" as we axe being warned, but can this be worse than  the  turmoil 
we have been through? The  work  done by the Committee of Twenty on this 
central  issue, a8 on many others, has been constructive enough to de- 
serve a bet ter  l o t  than relegation  to  the  present limbo. 

Mr, Hayes has given us a statesmanlike program for  survival. How- 
ever, overcoming the  present deep-rooted confidence crisis  requires a . 
stronger sense of direction;  in  fact ,  it requires proof that a new in- 
ternational monetary order, and not merely ad hoc arrangements, is the  
objective we have i n  view. We can pay no bet ter   t r ibute  to Per  Jacobsson 
than  continue i n  his footsteps  to seek an international monetary system 
with clear  objectives and disciplines and a strong,  impartial, and flex- 
ible  IMF having at once the  role  of a financial agency, of a conscience, 
and of a continuing forum for  discussion. 

L 

* * * I )  

MR. BURGESS : Thank you, M r *  SegrL ,- I hope  you all wrote down that 
last sentence. I think it deserves t o  be specially  noted  in  this set- 
ting. 
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Questions and Answers 
Following the formal presentations, Mr. Hayes  and ' 

Mr. Fsrmanfarmaian  answered  written  questions f r o m  
the audience. 

MR. HAYES: First, there are  several  questions  about the SDR. 

Can you apecify the d Z f f h t t i e s  you mentioned trith  respect t o  
greater re2icmce on SDRs i n  the future anci the c r e a t h  of additionaZ 
ones4 

I t  i s  a t r u i s m  that near2y a22 i n t e r n t h 2  80h&io?a8 invo2ve 
enonnous pitfazzs.. In what  respect are  those reZateri to SDRs as 
reseme  assets more diffimctt than noff~ZZy prevaiZing? 

feeling on SDRs is  strongly  influenced by the fact  that the SDR 
is so involved now  in the plans  and  desires of the developing  countries 
for some kind of participation in newly  created  liquidity.  And .I see a 
fundaanental  conflict  between the general  idea  of an SDR as s imply  an ad- 
ditional form of international  financial  monetary  asset  and the  idea of 
an SDR.as a mean8 of-conveying much needed  development  assist+nce to the 
poorer  countries  of the world. I have a very  hard time reconczling those 
two elements. And I would  rather try to avoid  that  conflict  by  eoncen-' - 
tratingion  development  as a separate  subject  and on reserve  assets as a 
separa~~;.,mabject. I know that this is a controversial  area,  but that is 
the way I feel  about  it  personally. 

! I &  . - , ... . . . - t - . , J L f & a v e  a queetion on the do2Zar overhang. 

,:-. : ?.;Rf -.course, there  has  been an overhang;  and there still  is some over- 
'. =. The only question  is  how  big a problem  it is. It  looked like a 

pr&ty.big  problem a few years  ago.  But  it only took  the oil crisis to 
. : .  demQnst.rate  that there was quite a noticeable  absence of a dollar  over- 

hang  problem  for a period. Nearly every  oil  importing  country was won- 
dering  where  it was going to get  sufficient  funds to meet  huge balance 
of payments  deficits.  And there was very  .little talk for a while  about 
an overhang. 

. ,  . .  . 

As I said, I think it is  not a  major  problem  unless we behave  very 
badly. :Of course, if the kind of faith in the dollar  that I hope  and 
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expect t o  see  restored is not in the  cards,  then  obviously  the do l l a r  
overhang is a very  serious problem, and we w i l l  have t o  move in   the  
direction of replacing  the dollar as a ma3or reserve asset. 

Perhaps I can lead f r o m  that   into a comment or t w o  on some of my 
colleagues' remarks here, as to  the  role of the  dollar and the stress 
I put on t ry ing   to  maintain  the  dollar as the major reserve  currency, 
and as a maaor form of reserve  asset. 

Now, I hasten t o  add that I do not  intend t o  demand an exclusive 
privilege  for  the  dollar.  Quite  the  contrary. If other  countries w i t h  
very  strong economies  and strong  currencies want t o  take  par t   in  the 
reserve-currency role,  I think that  is  eminently appropriate. I must 
confess that i n  m o s t  of the  dealings I have had with representatives  of 
the  central banks of various  industrial  countries, I do not  'detect a 
burning desire  to  get  into this business i n  a big way. So I do not 
think that we are monopolists who are crowding everybody out. 

But my reason fo r  advocating the continuance of the dol la r ' s   . ro le  
is a very pragmatic one. The fact  is that the world is used t o  using 
dollars as a reserve  currency. It i s  a very  convenient mechanism that 
has  served world trade and investment well. And it is handy t o  have 
the  intervention  currency  the same as the  reserve  currency axid the same 
as the most widely used trading currency. I can see  real  advantages in 
continuing that . Certainly, *om a mechanical point of view there are 
great advantages i n  using  the  dollar  for  intervention as compared with. 
using SDRs f o r  that purpose. 

But I agree that it ' depends upon our performasce. And people may 
well take the  position that I am too  optimistic 'on the  future of the 
dollar. I have worked hard t o   t r y  to do .what l i t t l e  I could  over the 
years t o  help it. I have t o  admit , as I look back on recent years  , that 
it has not been a wholly successful  effort. O n  the other hand, I see 
signs now of considerable grawth of  confidence i n  the dol lar  again. 

. I think I ought t o  say, too , at this point that I fully understand 
the uneasy feeling on the part of many coyntries that perhaps  they are 
being. left out and that some relatively  exclusive  club is "calling  the 
shots." And I can understand that that impression is  a little annoying. 
No one l ikes  the idea of not  being a full participant. 

All I would say t o  tha t  is thst as a practical  matter, i n  the world 
exchange markets, there is a relatively small number of currencies that 
play a tremendously dominant role  in  the  handling of international trade 
and investment transactions. r-. .;-. 

Different  currencies  are now beginning t o  come up i n   t h e  world ahd 
are becoming  more important in  that   respect.  I would think that  over' 
the  years the number of important trading  currencies that would logic- 
ally get  into any inner  circle of decision making would naturally expand. 
But I do not think it i s  real ly   pract ical   to  feel that  all international 
financial arrangements have t o  be made on a universal basis. I just do 
not  believe that that is going t o  prove  wholly workable. In fact  , as I 
have indicated i n  mgr paper, I think you can often  get farther by having 
some very  effective arrangements among a few countries,  the  beneficial 
effects of  which tend t o  fan out  very  rapidly t o  other  ana.ller.countries 
which are   c losely  t ied  in  one way or  another  .to some of these  stronger 
countries . 
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You stated that you feZt that 8peatZative c a p i t a 2  -8 were an 

system under fiesty floating  rates. CouZd you e kborate on 
essentia2Zy d e s ~ t i a i n g  influence on exchunge rcrtes i n  the work2 

your .pea80728 for hozding t h i s  pOdt+VZ? 

Firs t ,  let me say  that I do not  hold myself out t o  be a foreign 
exchange trading expert. But I have the  feeling, having lived through 
the last f e w  years, that this destabilizing  influence was at work. And 
mcy most competent foreign exchamge trading  advisors have tended t o  sup- 
port that  conclusion. But I cannot go very far beyond tha t  , because I 
am not  sufficiently  expert  in  the  field. 

Coutd you sag a bit on the private  side of your topic? In partic- 
uZa~, how can one rec&Ze a generaZZy oide support of floating by 

risks to the M u a t e  eoo1Lomy whioh you have descr-ibed? 
bankers a?Zd bUs~?'WSSmSn With  the biers inftcrtiO?a and the other . 

I think, as I said i n  my paper, that there has been a kind of vogue 
for  floating. ,And there has been a certain  lack of understanding of i$ ,  
too. For a long time there w a s  a myth that free  floating was p r e a e n t .  
Now, there has i n  fact been practically no free  floating  since 1971. I 
checked the  figure fo r  t he  t o t a l  amount of intervention some  months back. 
It is not  accurate  or up eo date,  but  there has been something on the 
order of $50 bi l l ion of official  intervention astong the major trading 
currencies, which is  a long way f r o m  fkee  floating. 

I think that '  some baskers and  businessmen may favor  floating be- 
cause the more sophisticated you are and the more ski l led you are i n  
trading,  .the more  you may profit  from greater exchange rate f lexibi l i ty .  
And  some of the  smarter and bigger  organizations undoubtedly have handled 
the  opportunities  well and pretty  .profitably. But that does not  'neces- 
sa r i ly  mew it is a better system for  the world in  general  to  operate on. 
I am thinking  particularly  of a-er businesses, when they have t o   t r y  
to   calculate  w h a t  i s  going t o  happen t o   t h e i r  export  business or w h a t  
will happen t o  their foreign  investments. So I am not  surprised that 
there are  differing views on this subject. There are s l w a y s  going t o  be 
some people who l ike a system that gives a l i t t l e  more chance fo r  a spec- 
ulative.kil l ing,  and there  aze  others who l ike   s tab i l i ty .  I happen t o  be 
one who likes more s tabi l i ty .  - 

rf the dot- shouM continue to strengthens s h u M  the U . S .  
Government begin to buy and hoM foreim ezu~rB1Zcies as  re8eme  assets? 

I certainly  see no reason' myself why .they  should  not, in  principle. 
As a matter of fact ,   there have been period8 when  we have done just that .  
I see no reason at all why it should  not happen again i n  the future. 

I have learned . i n  the Federal Reserve that you never t ry   t o   p red ic t  
exactly w h a t  you are going to do i n  the next few months. And because I 
am not in '  the  Federsl Reserve any more, I have no idea w h a t  the U.S. 
Government's att i tude will be. In any case, I have no idea whether such 
accumulation of currencies is likely. But I see no reason.why it should 
not happen if  the  authorit ies  feel   that   the exchange rates are such that 
currency  purchases would constitute a reasonable stabil izing measure. 
That is really  the  .criterion  .to  use. If the  dollar  gets  to a point where 
it s e e k   t o  be stronger than' it ought - t o  be i n  re la t ion   to  fundamentals, 
then  obviously it isagood time t o  pick up some of,the  other  currencies 
that are rather more attractive.  
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I w i l l  hazard a guess, as a purely  personal comment. For some 
aonthm I have been a strong  believer that the dol lar  was severely under- 
valued; and some of you whom I met in -ope a .few months ago shared 
t h i s  opinion. Although the dollar has come back 10  per  cent  or so, I 
guemm I would place.my bet on i ts  being s t i l l  relatively lindervalued. 
but t h a t  is a purely  personal guess. 

I might f inal ly  say something about the understandable hunger of 
people for a clearer v iew of a new structure t o  come out of all these 
discussions  of new international  financial arrangements. 

I can sympathize with w h a t  some of my fellow  panelists have said 
about that. They  were a l i t t l e  unhapm that I was advocating wha t  must 
look perhaps like a somewhat pedestrian and haphazard building of a new 
syetem, i n  preferende t o  seeing  very  clearly  just where w e  are going. 
And I must say that  the reason fo r  my view on t h i s  is that I cannot see 
any practical  possibility of agreement on a full-blown, rather  detailed 
system. h, I said i n  my speech, I have great  respect  for  the  efforts 
that have  been made i n   t h e  Committee of Twenty and the Group of Ten be- 
fore them. But I have not had the  feeling that they  are on the  point 
of producing a new full-scale,  well-structured  international system. 
I would rather work along i n  a somewhat more pragmatic manner  and t r y  
t o  make a . l i t t l e  progress  here and there. I have mentioned exchange 
atabil i ty,  adjustment processes, and use of c red i t   fac i l i t i es  as the 
kind of thing on wbich I think we can reach agreement t o  some extent and 
make progress. Then, over the,  next few years we may begin t o  see this 
new structure  taking shape. But I do not see it sufficiently  clearly 
now t o  want t o  advocate a detailed  blueprint at this t i m e .  

* * + *  

MR. BURGESS: I think that that was a very useful  addition t o  
'Mr. Hayes' prepared statement.-* It gives one a sense of real  operations 
i n  a real  w o r l d ,  and w h a t  can and cannot be accomplished. 

Xow--I this that Mr. Farmanfarmaian has a question t o  answer . 
* * * *  

MR. FAFWUFARMAIAN: I have been asked this question. 

You advocute forma2 m2es m4versaZZ~ appZicab2e. In what wag 
couzd OP shatzd the mZe8 be different f ~ o m  the Bz-etton Wood8 system? 

I am not sure whether the  position  that I would advocate is  that 
far apart from the Bretton Woods system because of the simple belief 
that you cannot leap   to  reforms; that it is easier t o  move from Bretton 
Woods t o  something closer  to it than something too far away from it. 

In simple terms, what I propose is fixed exchange rates--&though 
adjustable--with the  structure of the IMF reconstituted  to  increase 
more effect.ive  participation of t he  developing countries and probably 
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with  closer supervisory and consultative powers over the adjustments 
that are Iiecessasy among the monetary authorities  in  the world. 

The role of gold, as I stated, would not of course  be the same 
as Mr. H w e 8  has stated; it would not be the same as it was under the 
Bretton Woods system. 

MR. BURGESS: Thank you, Mr- Farmsnfarmaian. 
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Concluding Remarks 
MR. BURGESS: If there  are no more.questions, this   then concludes 

the formal part  of our meeting. I should,  perhaps, add tha t   the  texts 
of the main speeches and the conments w i l l  all be published.  although 
it, msy take a l i t t l e  time t o  get them out. You may have noticed i n  
your program, on the  last page, a list of the Proceedings of the  eleven 
years that this organization,has been operating. When we get  the  re- 
sults of this meeting i n  pr int ,  we will have produced twelve  years of 
ve!ry solid  contributions .Eo monetary problems. . All of them -are  not 
available now i n  all languages , because they have been very  popular. 
But there are still  some copies  available i n  some languages.' They are 
printed by us i n  English, French. and Spanish, and the texts of the  
speeches  have.,been printed  in about seven or  eight  other languages by 
banks and bankers'  associations i n  a number of other  countries. So. the  
act ivi t ies  of, this organization have resulted  in an extremely  useful 
minor l ibrary that is available throughout the world. 

You will notice from your program that the Managing Director of 
the IMF has asked us to take'   part   in a reception at the conclusion of 
this,meeting.. There we will have a chance t o  meet each other and t o .  
meet' the speakers. The reception w i l l  be held here i n  the Atrium. 
The meeting is now adJourned, and we hope t o  see you all at the re- 
cept  ion. 

J 
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he was also Governor 'of the  International Monetary Fund e d  the World 
Bank for Chile. He was Chairman of the Board of Governors of the  Center 
for  Latin American  Monetary Studies  during 1968-70 and was also the Vice 
Chairman of the Chilean Planning and  Development Association. 

In 1970 Mr. Massad was elected as an' Executive Director of the 
International Monetary Fund, a post he held fo r  four years. H e  wa,s a 
delegate to the Committee of Twenty on. international monetary reform, 
t o  Technical Groups of that Committee, and to   t he  Inter-Governmental 
Group of Twenty-Four, as well as  being, until  recently, a member of t h e  
Joint IMF/IBRD Development  Conunittee. He is  currently  Consultast to 
the United Nations Economic  Commission f o r  Latin America at i t s  Santiago 
headquarters . 

Mr. Massad, who is  43, was educated at the  University  of  Chile  and 
at  the  University of-Chicago. He is married and has five  childrin. 

CZaudio  Semg,  born i n  Rome i n  1932, is  a l a w  graduate  of  the  ,Uni- 
versity of Rome and received a Ph.D. i n  Economics at Y a l e  University. 

After a career of research and teaching i n  Italy, he joined the 
EEC Commission i n  1959, where he was  , u n t i l  1967, Director of Research' 
.in  the  Directorate General for  Economic and Financial Affairs. H i s  
responsibilities  there ranged over such issues a s  integrat ion  of .capi ta l  
markets,  coordination of ellrport credit   policies,   assistance  to  less de- 
veloped countries ,. policies on industrial  concentration, and tax harmo- 
nization. Mr. Sew6 was  Chairman of the  "ad  hoc" committee of  experts 
which, i n  1967, presented the report on The DeveZopment of a European 
C Q p i t a t  lwmkt. 

H e  has acted i n  a consultative  capacity  both t o  the Inter-American 
Development Bank and the U.S. Federal.Reserve Board. H e  has lectured 
widely both in Europe  and i n  the United States., and has been a v is i t ing  
professor at the  University of Geneva. 

As a f'requent. contributor t o  economic journals, he is the  author 
of a number of papers i n  the field of economic theory as w e l l  a s  on 
monetary and capital  market problems. 

I n  October 1967 he decame a partner of Lazard F4.ares C C i e ,  Pa.ri.s , 
as well as President of Lazard S.A.9 a joint  subsidiary  of  the  three 
Lasard houses of Par i s ,  New York, and London. He resigned *om Lazard 
in  1973 i n  order t o  devote himself t o  independent ac t iv i t ies  'in. the same 
f ie ld  and is  now Pres,ident of Compagnie Europgenne de Flscements, Par is .  
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